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Fogs Harps: Elastocapillarity, Droplet Dynamics, and Optimization

Nicholas G. Kowalski

(ABSTRACT)

Fog harvesting is emerging as a promising means to ease the water shortage crisis in arid

regions of the world with ample fog. The current state-of-the-art for fog harvesting is mesh

netting, which is accessible yet struggles from a dual constraint: a course mesh lets most

microscopic fog droplets pass through it, while a fine mesh clogs. In recent years, fog harps

have been gaining attention as a superior alternative to meshes, bypassing these inherent

constraints. In this work, we expand upon previous fog harp research with a focus on

optimization. First, we analyze wire tangling in a harp due to capillary forces, resulting in

a mathematical model that is able to predict when wire tangling will occur. Second, we

systematically vary three key parameters of a fog harp (wire material, center-to-center wire

pitch, and wire length), arriving at an optimal combination. Finally, we develop a numerical

model to describe the dynamics of a fog droplet sliding down a harp wire while coalescing

with others littered along it. By applying all knowledge acquired through these studies, the

next generation of fog harps will push the performance ceiling of practical fog harvesters

higher than ever.
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Nicholas G. Kowalski

(GENERAL AUDIENCE ABSTRACT)

The human population continues to grow, and with it the demand for fresh water. This need

has caused many to turn to unconventional sources of water, including fog (the suspension

of microscopic liquid water droplets in the air). Fog harvesters already exist in arid regions

of the world as mesh nets, but suffer dual constraints from their grid-like structure: course

meshes fail to capture most fog droplets passing through, while fine meshes get clogged.

To bypass these inherent limits, we turn to nature for a solution. It has been observed

that California redwood trees are able to effectively collect fog on their straight leaf needles,

dripping droplets to the roots below. Inspired by this, we fabricate a device called a fog

harp, which removes the impeding horizontal wires of meshes to effectively capture and

slide droplets down its vertical wires. In this work, we expand upon previous fog harp

research by investigating ways to optimize its water collection efficiency. First, we develop

a mathematical model to describe the tangling of harp wires due to merging droplets on

adjacent wires pulling them together. Second, we systematically vary three key parameters

of the fog harp (wire material, center-to-center wire spacing, and wire length) to arrive at

the optimal combination. Finally, we develop a model to describe the dynamics of droplets

sliding down harp wires while merging with others littered along it. These studies will raise

the performance ceiling of fog harps and push them to real-world applications.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

As the human population continues to grow and inhabit more land, the limits of the earth’s

natural resources are becoming more apparent than ever. In particular, the global demand

for fresh water is at an all-time high, projected to only increase in the coming years [1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6]. Furthermore, obtaining fresh water by conventional means (rivers, rain, underground

springs, etc.) in many regions of the world is becoming increasingly difficult [1, 2, 4, 5, 6],

causing many to look elsewhere. A source that has gained increasing attention in the past

few decades has been fog, which can be abundant in arid regions otherwise suffering from

water scarcity [7].

Many studies have been done to find effective ways to harvest water from fog, with many

turning to nature for inspiration [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14]. The current state-of-the-art for

fog harvesting is the Raschel mesh, preferred due to its durability, scalability, and accessi-

bility [7]. However, mesh net harvesters suffer from dual constraints: course meshes cannot

effectively capture microscopic fog droplets, while fine meshes tend to clog. There have been

studies to improve the harvesting efficiency of meshes [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21], but the

proposed solutions tend to be impractical for real applications [16, 22, 23, 24]. To bypass the
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

inherent constraints of the Raschel mesh, we again turn to nature. Inspired by the linear leaf

needles of redwood trees [25, 26], fog harps have gained attention in recent years due to their

superior water harvesting abilities [27, 28]. The main benefit of a fog harp is the removal

of the impeding orthogonal features present in meshes, bypassing the aforementioned dual

constraints [28, 29].

Here, we expand upon previous fog harp research in three key ways. First, we develop an

elastocapillary wire tangling model to quantitatively predict when said phenomenon will

occur. Wire tangling can significantly hinder the performance of a harp, so predicting when

it will occur is critical to building an optimal device. Second, we systematically vary three

critical parameters of a fog harp: wire material, center-to-center wire pitch, and wire length.

These results will inform the construction of the optimal fog harp, allowing its true perfor-

mance ceiling to be reached. Finally, we develop a numerical model to describe the dynamics

of water droplets sliding down vertical harp wires. A sliding droplet will coalesce with others

along the wire on its way down, a phenomenon that is not yet modeled in the literature.

Tying all of this together will aid in future efforts to construct a full-scale practical fog harp

that can raise the ceiling for fog water collection.



Chapter 2

Harps under Heavy Fog Conditions:

Superior to Meshes but Prone to

Tangling

The contents of this chapter were previously published as a journal manuscript in ACS

Applied Materials & Interfaces [30], and are reproduced here with minor modifications. In

this work, we experimentally investigate the performance of full-scale fog harps subject

to heavy fog conditions, highlighting the importance of wire tangling on water harvesting

efficiency. An elastocapillary wire tangling model is successfully developed to quantify this

phenomenon, which is further explored in Chapter 3.

2.1 Introduction

Water is essential for life. However, the water shortage crisis affects much of the worldwide

population [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Indeed, by 2025, half of all people will be living in water-stressed

3
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areas and 10% of people will lack even a basic access to drinking water [31, 32, 33, 34, 35].

Fog, which is a suspension of microscopic liquid droplets, is a natural part of the global water

cycle. There are some regions of the world where rainfall is scarce but fog is plentiful, like the

coastal deserts of Chile, Peru and South Africa [36, 37, 38]. In these areas, fog harvesting is

an economic way to obtain fresh water, with the current standard being mesh netting with

an underlying collector [15, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44].

In nature, a myriad of organisms exhibit surfaces with special wettability tailored for the

efficient harvesting of water from fog [8, 9, 45, 46, 47]. For example, Namib desert beetles

effectively harvest water by inclining their bumpy backs into the fog stream [11, 46, 48,

49]. Cacti are also renowned for their ability to collect fog (or dew) at the tips of their

needles and ratchet the droplets down into the underlying stem [47, 50]. Inspired by these

natural examples, researchers have developed biomimetic surfaces with topographical and/or

chemical patterns to enhance water harvesting from fog and/or dew [8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 48,

51, 52].

However, the micro/nano-fabrication required for these surfaces is not readily scalable for

practical implementation, and the chemical coatings are fragile under prolonged outdoor

conditions [22, 23]. For these reasons, real-life fog harvesters still use the classic design

approach of a mesh netting [36, 37, 38]. While scalable and durable, the water harvesting

efficiency of nets is poor due to the horizontal fibers, which run orthogonal to the drainage

pathway [15, 40, 53, 54, 55]. For a heavy fog stream, the holes of the net become clogged

which disrupts the aerodynamic efficiency [15, 27]. Even under light fog conditions, the

pinned droplets never grew large enough to slide down the net in the first place, i.e. the

onset time for drainage and collection exceeds the entire duration of the fog event [28, 29].

Inspired by the parallel needle arrays of redwood leaves [25, 26], we recently developed ”fog

harps” comprised of vertical wires held in parallel across a frame [27, 28]. By avoiding any
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orthogonal features, droplets can effectively slide down the uncoated wires at critical volumes

as small as 0.05µL [28]. This unprecedented improvement in drainage bypasses the issues

inherent to the classic mesh netting design: pinning and clogging [15, 27, 28]. As a result,

fog harps have already increased the water collection efficiency by a factor of 2–3 under a

heavy fog stream conducted in the lab [27] and by up to 20 times under light-to-moderate

fog conditions outdoors [28]. However, these early fog harp designs did have significant

design constraints. In particular, the wires of the large-scale fog harp were notched along

threaded rods, which required a very large pitch-to-diameter ratio of P/D= 5.6 [28]. As a

result of these large gaps between wires, the capture efficiency of this fog harp was relatively

low (although we attempted to remedy the issue by using two staggered rows). Another

limitation is that the only heavy fog tests attempted so far were performed in the lab using

a directional humidifier and a scale-model fog harp [27]. This resulted in a fog stream speed

that was 1–2 orders of magnitude slower compared to natural fog, an unnaturally dense

droplet distribution, and impractically short wire lengths that exhibited no tangling issues.

Here, we fabricate large-scale fog harps where the stainless steels wires exhibit a close-packed

P/D= 2, by employing wire-electrical discharge machining (wire-EDM) to fabricate micro-

comb arrays embedded within a reinforced stainless steel frame. A single-row fog harp and

a staggered two-row fog harp were built and compared against a conventional two-layer

mesh-based harvester. To perform outdoor tests in a heavy fog, the three harvesters were

placed on a closed-circuit test road that featured fog towers (Figure 2.1). Upon getting wet

with fog droplets, the close-packed harp wires became heavily tangled which compromised

their performance. Surprisingly, the fog harps still managed to harvest anywhere from 1.5–11

times more water than the control mesh, despite the tangling issue. We develop a theoretical

tangling model comparing the wires’ elastic energy against the water’s surface tension, which

we suggest can promote the future design of anti-tangling fog harps that would exhibit an
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2 mm

(d)

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 2.1: (a) Schematic illustrating the unimpeded drainage pathway of droplets on a
fog harp. (b,c) Photographs comparing the vertical wire array of a fog harp (b) versus a
conventional mesh netting (c). (d) The harvesters were placed under a heavy fog generated
by fog-generating towers.

even higher performance ceiling.

2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Fabrication of Fog Harvesters

Stainless steel combs, where both the teeth and gaps between teeth were of width 0.254 mm,

were fabricated by wire-EDM (Figure 2.2a). Each comb had an overall size of 20 cm× 3.6 cm,

which facilitated a total of 787 teeth lengthwise along both edges combined. Four combs were
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(a) (c)

(b)

(d)

(e)

3 cm

20 mm

20 mm

Figure 2.2: (a) Photograph of a fine-tooth comb fabricated by wire-EDM. Inset: the width
of both the teeth and the gaps between teeth was 0.254 mm. (b) Both the top and bottom
of the harp frame were comprised of four combs embedded between stainless steel beams in
a linear array. (c) Rendering of the entire fog harp frame, prior to winding the wire. The
frame was 152 cm tall and 92 cm wide. (d) To produce a single-layer harp, stainless steel
wires were only wound across one side of the combs. (e) A staggered two-layer harp was
fabricated by winding the wire across both sides of the combs. The gap between the two
layers was 3 cm.

secured in a linear array by embedding them between two stainless steel beams and bolting

everything together (Figure 2.2b). Figure 2.2c depicts the harp frame, which was comprised

of two vertical stainless steel legs connected by horizontally-oriented comb-embedded beams

at the top and bottom (eight combs total). The teeth of the combs protruded beyond

the beams to allow for the winding of the harp wire. The wires used for both harps were

annealed 304 stainless steel with a diameter of D = 0.254 mm (McMaster Carr, 9882K41).

The receding and advancing contact angles for fog droplets on these wires were previously

measured to be θr = 23± 8◦ and θa = 35± 7◦, respectively [28]. After the wires were in place,

an additional stainless steel beam was bolted across the very top of the harp fame (in parallel

to the upper comb array), for additional structural support.

Two different types of fog harps were fabricated: one with a single layer of vertical wires
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(Figure 2.2d) and one with a staggered double layer of wires (Figure 2.2e). See Appendix A

for detailed information regarding the procedures for winding the stainless steel wires along

the combs for each of these harp types. For both harps, the wire tension could be adjusted

by sliding the upper or lower comb-embedded beams along vertical slots to either pull the

array tight or give it slack. A tensiometer (Tensitron TX-1) was used to measure the tension

of the harp wires, sampling ten wires from across the array to get an average reading (see

Table A.1 in Appendix A). Both harps had a wire array of height 80 cm and width 65 cm.

To serve as a control, a commercially available stainless steel square mesh was zip-tied to

a frame. Two layers of square mesh were attached, one to each side of the frame, with a

spacing of 3.18 cm similar to that of the two-layer harp. The exposed projected area of this

mesh was equivalent to that of the harp wires. For stability, the legs of all three harvesters

were bolted into the holes of 19 cm tall concrete cinder blocks. Two gutters were connected

and installed on each harvester to drain the collected water through a funnel into a 2-gallon

bucket.

2.2.2 Experimental Setup

The three harvesters (single-layer harp, double-layer harp, and double-layer mesh) were

simultaneously tested under heavy fog conditions by using an array of fog towers located

at the Smart Road of the Virginia Tech Transportation Institute (VTTI). The Smart Road

is a closed-circuit test road that contains an array of fog towers, each of which uses two

internal mixing needles to supersaturate the air to generate fog mimicking real-life weather

conditions. The intensity of the fog was adjustable, providing visibilities ranging from 100–

400 m. The Smart Road beneath the fog towers was sloped, such that fog emanating from the

towers consistently travelled down the road. The average visibility of the resulting fog was

measured by driving a Meteorological Optical Range (MOR) mobile measurement system
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down the road (see Appendix A for more details).

Three total experimental trials were conducted, with each trial having minor variations in

the conditions as will now be described. For Trial 1, the fog towers were turned on and the

average visibility was measured as MOR≈ 336 m. The three harvesters were distributed in a

row across the Smart Road, at a position that was 11.3 m downstream from the first activated

fog tower (Figure 2.3a). The spacing between neighboring fog towers was 10 m, such that

there were two fog towers upstream of the harvesters. To avoid droplets that tended to drip

from each tower, the fog tower that was 1.3 m upstream was turned off. In other words, it

was ensured that the fog harvesters were only catching fog droplets suspended in the wind,

which avoiding any excess water leaking from the fog towers. The fog was allowed to run

for 45 min before collecting the buckets from each fog harvester. Trials 2 and 3 differed from

Trial 1 regarding the placement of the harvesters. The double-layer harp and square-mesh

were still side-by-side and positioned 11.3 m from the first working fog tower. However,

the single-layer harp was now placed 60 m downhill from the double-layer harvesters, such

that five additional towers were turned on upstream to it (Figure 2.3b). This change was

made because it was observed that the fog distribution was non-uniform across the width

of the road. The wind conditions tended to settle the fog primarily on the far side of the

road, with the side near the fog towers being more dry. By only having a maximum of two

harvesters side-by-side, this enabled all three of the fog harvesters to be located on the side

of the road that was heavy in fog. In both Trials 2 and 3, the harvested water was collected

and measured after 30 min. As with Trial 1, the fog towers directly above the harvesters

were turned off. The averaged visibility was MOR≈ 116 m for Trial 2 and 209 m for Trial 3.

The wind speed was less than 2 m/s for all three trials and the fog droplet diameters could

not be measured directly. From a recent study of droplet size distributions [56], our case

of MOR∼ 100 m is correlated with a liquid water content of LWC∼ 0.1 g/m3 and effective
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(a)

10 m

Downhill

11.3 m

10 m

11.3 m

60 m

Double-layer mesh

Double-layer harp

Single-layer harp

Double-layer mesh

Double-layer harpSingle-layer harp

Figure 2.3: Schematics of the experimental setup on the Smart Road for (a) Trial 1 and (b)
Trials 2 and 3. Light and dark circles represent activated and inactivated fog tower nozzles,
respectively.

droplet diameter of Deff∼(MOR× LWC)/ρ∼ 10µm, where ρ is the density of water.

2.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 2.4 shows the fog water collection from each of the three harvesters. The mass of

water collected was normalized by the projected area of the wires, i.e. the same area was

assigned to all three harvesters. For Trial 1, the single-layer harp collected 86.4 g/min·m2,

substantially more than the double-layer harp (34.6 g/min·m2) or the double-layer mesh
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Figure 2.4: (a) Photograph of a fully assembled fog harp on the test road. (b) Amount
of water harvested by the three types of fog harvesters: a single-layer harp, a double-layer
harp, and a double-layer square mesh.

(11.6 g/min·m2). The superior fog harvesting performance of harps compared to meshes

is already well documented [27, 28]. However, it is surprising that the single-layer harp

outperformed the double-layer harp by a factor of 2.5. We primarily attribute this to the

uneven distribution of fog along the Smart Road, as it was observed that the wind caused

the fog to settle more heavily on the far side of the road. This hypothesis is supported by

the fact that the single-layer harp was indeed positioned on the far side of the road, with

the double-layer harp being in the middle and the double-layer mesh on the side nearest the

fog towers. Therefore, much of the disparity between the two fog harps may be explained by

their location within the fog. It is therefore difficult to compare the mesh versus the harps

for this trial, as the variance in fog density plays a conflating role.

For this reason, the positioning of the harvesters was changed for Trials 2 and 3. To be

conservative, the control case of the double-layer mesh harvester was now placed on the far

side of the road, where the settling fog was the most dense. The double-layer harp was

placed beside the mesh, still on the far side of the road but closer to the middle. Finally,
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the single-layer harp was placed 60 m downhill from the other two harvesters, also on the

far side of the road. With this new positioning, any enhancement in water harvesting from

the harps could only be due to their superior efficiency compared to a mesh, as opposed to

simply being at a better location on the road.

In Trial 2, the single-layer harp still outperformed the other two harvesters, collecting

326.4 g/min·m2, while the double-layer harp and mesh collected 140.0 g/min·m2 and 29.5 g/min·m2,

respectively. This is significant, as it indicates that a harp can harvest up to an order of

magnitude more water than a mesh under equivalently heavy fog conditions. The factor of

2.3 between the single-layer and double-layer harps is somewhat unclear; it could be due

to differences in aerodynamics and/or the different locations along the road. Interestingly,

in Trial 3 it was the double-layer harp that harvested the most water: 362.7 g/min·m2,

1.3 times more than the single-layer harp (287.5 g/min·m2) and 1.9 times more than the

mesh (187.6 g/min·m2). Averaging all three trials together, the single-layer harp collected

233 g/min·m2 and the double-layer harp collected 179 g/min·m2, 3.1 and 2.4 times more,

respectively, than the 76 g/min·m2 of the mesh. However, given the inherent trial-to-trial

variations in weather conditions for outdoor tests, a linear regression model could not ex-

plicitly conclude that the harps would always harvest more than the mesh (see Figures A.1

and A.2 in Appendix A). Despite this lack of statistically significant results, the averaged

multiplier of ≈ 2–3 is consistent with the statistically significant multiplier obtained from

scale-model laboratory tests of comparable double-layer harps and meshes [27].

Why the sudden shift to the double-layer harp being superior to the single-layer harp for

Trial 3? We note that Trial 3 exhibited the heaviest fog by far, purely in terms of the

total amount of water collected by the three harvesters. This does seemingly contradict

the visibility measurements, where Trial 2 had the shortest visibility. Recalling that the

visibility measurements were taken by driving along the entire fog tower array of the Smart
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Road, we hypothesize that it may not have a perfect correlation with the local intensity

of the fog at the harvesters themselves. Regardless, during heavy fog events, the majority

of the harp wires were observed to dramatically tangle together (Figure 2.5) and this effect

was the most pronounced for Trial 3. Tangling events could include anywhere from 2–5

wires sticking together due to the surface tension of the fog droplets. The fog harvesting

efficiency will suffer due to tangling for two reasons. First, tangling opens up large gaps

between groups of adhered wires, which will reduce the capture efficiency of the harvester

(i.e. many fog droplets will pass through the gaps). Second, the capillary adhesion of water

trapped between the tangled wires will make it more difficult to drain the water into the

collector. Returning to the comparison of one-layer versus two-layer harps, it follows that the

second layer of wires becomes especially beneficial under heavy-tangling conditions. Once

wire tangling occurs in the first layer, there will be an increased fog flow to the second layer

through the holes opened up by tangling. This will increase the likelihood of wires sticking

together in the second layer directly behind the holes, effectively closing the gaps to reduce

losses in the deposition efficiency relative to that of a single-layer harp.

Due to the expense of renting out the Smart Road, long-term durability tests could not be

performed. However, our previous report clearly demonstrated that a full-scale Fog Harp

with uncoated stainless steel wires remained intact and effective over the span of a full year

of outdoor tests [28]. None of the design improvements made here are expected to affect

the already demonstrated long-term durability of our fog harp technology. For a large-scale

outdoor test, the humidity could not be controlled and will approach 100% due to the heavy

fog conditions. Fully humid conditions are not only natural for foggy conditions, but also

desirable for the context of fog harvesting [15], as the uniformly saturated water vapor in

the air prevents both evaporation and condensation from occurring which would complicate

the measurements. Our choice of wire diameter corresponded to the best results from our
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Figure 2.5: Photographs showing the issue of tangling for the (a,b) single-layer and (c,d)
double-layer harps upon getting wet with a heavy fog. As evident by the “blurry” wires in
(c), the second layer of harp wires helps in closing off gaps opened in the first layer due to
tangling.
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previous scale-model study, which systematically varied the diameter and found the smallest

available value (i.e. 0.25 mm) exhibited the best deposition and sliding efficiencies [27]. The

choice of P/D= 2 corresponds to a near-maximum in aerodynamic efficiency [15], although in

light of the unforeseen tangling issue, it would be fruitful for future studies to systematically

vary the pitch. The extremely heavy fog and time constraints of the Smart Road experiments

prevented the use of side-view microscopy to explicitly capture the critical size of droplets

required for drainage to occur. However, our previous reports have already captured these

values: droplets on 0.25 mm diameter harp wires exhibit an ultra-small critical sliding volume

ranging from Vc≈ 0.01–1µL (with the variance caused by spatially non-uniform contact angle

hysteresis), which is 1–2 orders of magnitude smaller than the Vc≈ 4.1± 1.5µL observed on

an equivalent mesh structure [27, 28].

The tangling of the harp wires can be rationalized as a competition between the wires’

elasticity and the water’s capillarity. First, consider the simplest case of two-wire tangling.

Py et al. and Duprat et al. modeled the elastic energy required to bend two thin wires

together, where the wires were fixed to a wall at only one end with a center-to-center pitch

(P ) [57, 58]. Here, we modify this model to fit the context of our fog harp, where the wires

are fixed on both ends and the wire radius (R) is not assumed to be negligible with respect

to the pitch (P/R= 4). Assuming small deformations, the elastic energy required to tangle

two harp wires together is given by

ee =
6EI(P/2−R)2

L3
dry

, (2.1)

where E is the Young’s modulus, I = πR4/4 is the area moment of inertia of the wires,

and Ldry is the length from either end of the harp frame where the wires first stick together

(Figure 2.6). This elastic energy is double that from the previous models, where one end of

the fibers was free [57, 58].
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Figure 2.6: Model schematics of the fog-induced tangling of harp wires, for the cases of (a)
two, (b) three, (c) four, or (d) five wires tangling together. The deflection and corresponding
capillary force required to pull the wires together increases when tangling a larger amount
of wires, which results in a longer dry length (Ldry).

For two neighboring harp wires, droplets located on either wire can eventually coalesce.

When this happens, the water is squeezed into a slender column of length Lwet between the

wires. The change in surface energy associated with this sudden transition from a separated

state to a bridged state is given by:

∆es = −γ
∫ Lwet

0

[4Rα− 4(π/2− α)r]dz, (2.2)

where r is the concave radius of curvature of a cross-section of the meniscus and α is the

effective contact angle, geometrically defined by cosα= R/(R + r) = (1 + γ/ρgzR)−1 (Fig-

ure A.3). The z-direction follows the length of the wires, where the integral in eq 2.2 is only

across Lwet. Note that eq 2.2 assumes the droplets are perfectly wetting each wire prior to

coalescence, whereas in our case, droplets exhibit a finite contact angle. However, given

the hydrophilic wettability of our steel wires, we expect this approach to be a reasonable
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approximation.

We assume a maximal spreading of the water column joining the wires together, such that

Lwet = L − 2Ldry, where L is the total wire length. While mass conservation can prevent

maximal spreading for small liquid volumes [58], this seems unlikely for the context of fog

harps exhibiting an array of droplets along the wires. Further assuming that the cross-

section of the meniscus exhibits a constant shape along Lwet, the total change in energy of

the system is [57]

∆e = ee + ∆es =
6EI(P/2−R)2

L3
dry

− 2γR

∫ L−2Ldry

0

S(α)dz, (2.3)

where S(α)= 2α− 2(π/2−α)(1/ cosα− 1). By minimizing the total change in energy with

respect to Ldry, the sticking law is obtained [58]:

Ldry =

(
9EI(P/2−R)2

2γRS(α)

)1/4

, (2.4)

where the geometric prefactor S(α) can be evaluated for a flat liquid column as approximately

S(α = π/2)= π− 2 (see Appendix A for the full derivation). Interestingly, eq 2.4 for our fog

harp is identical to that for wires fixed at only one end [57, 58]. While the harp wires did

require double the elastic energy (to bend on both ends), this factor of two was canceled by

using Lwet = L − 2Ldry in eq 2.3 rather than Lwet = L − Ldry.

A common observation from the experiments is that more than two wires can tangle together,

as seen in Figure 2.5. When more than two wires stick together, Ldry will be governed by

the outermost wires exhibiting the largest deflections. Given the linear array of wires in a

harp, we assume that the tangled wires line up in a row and bend together symmetrically
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(Figure S4). Repeating the same derivation used to arrive at eq 2.4 for the outermost wires:

Ldry,n =

(
9EI(n− 1)2(P/2−R)2

2γRS(β)

)1/4

, (2.5)

where Ldry,n is the minimum required dry length for n wires to tangle.

The last consideration that must be made is that the wires on a fog harp are generally held

in tension, which eq 2.5 does not account for. Again assuming small deflections for a group

of n wires, the elastic energy from eq 2.1 can be modified as (Figure S5):

ee =
6EI(n− 1)2(P/2−R)2

L3
dry,n

+
2T (n− 1)2(P/2−R)2

Ldry,n

, (2.6)

where T is the uniform tension of the harp wires. By again finding the total change in energy

as in eq 2.3 and minimizing with respect to Ldry,n, a final sticking law for n harp wires under

tension can be found as

[2γRS(α)]L4
dry,n − [T (n− 1)2(P/2−R)2]L2

dry,n − 9EI(n− 1)2(P/2−R)2 = 0, (2.7)

where Ldry,n is solved numerically. For a fixed choice of R and E, we can create a regime map

that predicts when wire tangling is possible by plotting the critical condition Ldry,n = L/2

over L and P .

In Figure 2.7, the regime map is shown for choices of R= 0.127 mm and E = 195 MPa cor-

responding to the experimental values. For any given value of n, tangling is possible if

Ldry,n/(L/2) < 1. The effects of wire tension are taken into account by plotting a unique

regime map for each value. In Figure 2.7a, the hypothetical case of a fog harp with zero ten-

sion is considered. To avoid tangling altogether, it can be seen that a fog harp with L≈ 1 m

wires would require an immense pitch of P ≈ 120 mm, resulting in a capture efficiency ap-
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Figure 2.7: Regime maps that plot the harp geometries where the tangling of two (blue solid
line), three (orange dashed), four (gray em-dashed), or five (yellow dotted) wires is possible.
The phase space beneath each curve represents the values of P and L where tangling is
possible, as visualized by the shaded regions. The tension of the harp wires varied as: (a) no
tension, (b) 13 N tension, and (c) 26 N tension. The large red data point on (b) represents the
experimental parameters of P = 0.508 mm and L= 800 mm. A numerical solver in MATLAB
was used to calculate L values from given P values as related by eq 2.7 with the critical
condition Ldry,n = L/2. Values below a pitch of P = 0.254 mm are not considered for all
three plots, as having a pitch smaller than the wire diameter is not physically possible.

proaching zero. It should be noted that for large enough values of P , the coalescence of water

from neighboring wires would no longer be expected to happen in the first place. Therefore,

the actual critical value of P would be something smaller than this value predicated on co-

alescence occurring. Nonetheless, this model effectively reveals that tangling would always

be expected to occur for any practical value of P where coalescence between un-tensioned

wires is possible.

The model now incorporates a wire tension of T = 13 N (Figure 2.7b). A significant reduction

in the required pitch per wire length to avoid tangling can be observed; for example, for

L ≈ 1 m wires the pitch would only have to be P ≈ 1.6 mm. This is nearly two orders of

magnitude smaller than the anti-tangling pitch of an un-tensioned harp, highlighting the

importance of ensuring harp wires remain at least somewhat tensioned throughout their

service. Interestingly, the critical lines demarcating tangling and no tangling are essentially

linear in Figure 2.7b, in contrast to the un-tensioned wires in Figure 2.7a. The likely reason

for this distinction is the L2
dry,n term in eq 2.7, which is equal to zero when the wires are
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un-tensioned and can account for the change in shape of the polynomial when adjusted.

The tensioned harps in our experiments had the parameters P = 0.508 mm and L= 800 mm

and exhibited severe tangling upon getting wet with fog. The experimental wire tension was

measured to range from T ≈ 10–15 N, such that we can reasonably compare the experimental

results against the 13 N regime map. Anywhere from two-wire tangling to five-wire tangling

was observed experimentally (Figure 2.5); this is in excellent agreement with the theoretical

regime map, which for these values of P and L falls almost exactly at the transition between

four-wire and five-wire tangling. Approximating each tangling boundary as linear, we can use

the generalized expression P ≥ 0.254 + mL as criteria to avoid tangling, where m= 1.28e-3

for two=wire tangling, 6.40e-4 for three-wire tangling, 4.27e-4 for four-wire tangling, and

3.20e-4 for five-wire tangling.

In Figure 2.7c, a maximal tension of T = 26 N was chosen which corresponds to the ultimate

strength for stainless steel wires of size R= 0.127 mm. Retaining the standard of L≈ 1 m, this

decreases the critical pitch to P ≈ 1 mm. This is two full orders of magnitude smaller than

the critical pitch for un-tensioned wires; however, this would still result in a shade coefficient

too low for optimal fog harvesting. To simultaneously avoid tangling while also enabling an

optimal shade coefficient, it therefore seems prudent for next-generation fog harps to shorten

the vertical length of the harp wires. For example, a reduced length of L≈ 0.5 m results in

P ≈ 0.6 mm, such that the shade coefficient could now be at least 33% while still avoiding

tangling.

For an untangled harp wire, the critical volume at which a captured droplet can slide by

gravity has already been reported [27, 28]. Depending on local defects along the wires, the

critical volume can range anywhere from Vc = 0.01–1µL and is 1–2 orders of magnitude

smaller than Vc for a mesh. However, an aspect of drainage not previously discussed is

the final drip-off from the bottom of the harp frame (Figure 2.8). On the single-layer harp,
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the droplets almost always dripped from the screws bolted along the bottom comb array

(Figure 2.8a-c). This is because each pass of wire was wound around a screw during the

fabrication process, such that every harp wire terminates at a screw. Experimentally, it was

observed that droplets pinched off from the screw at a critical volume of Vc = 86± 6µL as an

hemiellipsoid. Theoretically, the pinch-off can be conceived as a balance between the work of

adhesion required to create a double liquid-air interface, eadh∼ 2γw2, and the gravitational

energy, eg ∼ ρgw4. Here, w refers to the width of the screw and g is the gravitational

acceleration. Balancing and solving for the critical pinch-off width of the droplet:

w ∼
√

2γ

ρg
, (2.8)

which yields a scaling estimate of w∼ 4 mm. This is reasonably close to the 7 mm diameter

of the screw, especially when considering that the neck where pinch-off occurs is away from

the screw’s surface and can be a smaller diameter.

On the double-layer harp, the droplets detached from the bottom of the comb-embedded

beam, with volumes Vc = 3.7± 0.1µL (Figure 2.8d-f). Unlike the pinch-off that occurred for

droplets detaching from the single-layer harp, detachment here was typically preceded by a

droplet dynamically sliding down the beam. In this case, gravity now balances the hysteresis

force imposed by the sliding contact line [27, 59],

ρgVc ≈ lγ(cos θr − cos θa), (2.9)

where θr and θa are the receding and advancing contact angles on the wire-wrapped stainless

steel rod, and l= 0.89± 0.04 mm is the length of the receding contact line. Plugging in these

values, we obtain an effective hysteresis of (cos θr−cos θa)≈ 0.57± 0.03 for the wire-wrapped

rod. This is roughly six times larger than the value of (cos θr − cos θa) we obtained for
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Figure 2.8: Photographs showing the dynamics of droplets dripping from the bottom beam
of the harp frame. (a–c) For the single-layer harp, droplets usually dripped from bolts that
secured each pass of wire. (d–f) For the double-layer harp, the wires were now wrapped
around the beam itself, such that droplets tended to dynamically slide down and off the
beam.
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droplets sliding down the suspended portion of the harp wires [28], which is logical given

that the droplets are now contacting the rod in-between the wires rather than air. For both

the single-layer and double-layer harps, it is inevitable that a much larger Vc is required for

droplets to detach from the bottom of a harp frame compared to sliding down the suspended

wires. However, we note that this is not an issue, as it is the small Vc on the suspended wires

that facilitates the superior aerodynamics and drainage of the harp compared to the mesh.

2.4 Conclusion

In summary, we utilized wire-EDM to fabricate combs with ultra-fine teeth, which enabled

the production of large-scale fog harps with close-packed vertical wires. Outdoor fog towers

were used to test the fog harps under heavy fog conditions, where they collected anywhere

from 1.5–11 times more water than the control case of a mesh harvester. This enhancement

is attributed to the superior drainage of droplets on harp wires [27, 28], which remain anti-

clogging even under a heavy fog. In contrast, the mesh harvester became clogged which

disrupted the aerodynamics of the fog stream. Despite the superior performance of the fog

harp under heavy fog conditions, this study also revealed an issue of the harp wires getting

tangled upon getting wet. Tangling opens up large gaps between clusters of agglomerated

wires, which degrades the capture efficiency of the system. This tangling issue was partially

mitigated by using a double-layer harp, as the staggered second row of wires helped close off

the gaps produced by tangling. Future research should focus on engineering fog harps that

are anti-tangling harps to discover their true performance ceiling for the first time.



Chapter 3

Optimizing Fog Harps

The contents of this chapter have been modified from a manuscript prepared for publication,

co-authored by Nicholas Kowalski, Weiwei Shi, Brook Kennedy, and Jonathan Boreyko.

Here, we build upon the wire tangling model developed in the previous chapter through

systematic experimentation of various harp wire lengths. Other key parameters of the fog

harp (wire material and center-to-center wire pitch) are also systematically varied in an effort

to find their optimal construct.

3.1 Introduction

Access to clean drinking water is a basic human need; however, half of the world’s population

will face water scarcity by 2025 [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. One technique for easing this crisis is fog

harvesting, which obtains fresh water from fog in arid regions. Mesh nets have long been

the standard for fog harvesting, as they are cost-effective and scalable to meet the needs of a

particular population [60, 61]. Unfortunately, nets suffer from a very low collection efficiency.

This is due to an inherent dual constraint, where fine meshes get clogged but coarse meshes

24
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are poor at catching fog microdroplets[15, 40, 53, 54, 55].

Many attempts have been made to make mesh harvesters more efficient. The clogging issue

can be partially mitigated by applying a superhyrophobic or lubricant-impregnated coating

to the mesh to increase the mobility of sliding droplets[10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 62,

63]. Unfortunately, it has been shown that such coatings are not durable under typical fog

harvesting conditions and can potentially contaminate the collected water [16, 22, 23, 24].

Several bio-inspired fog harvesters bypass the mesh form factor entirely [11, 46, 47, 48, 49,

50, 64, 65, 66, 67]. Notable academic examples include an artificial cactus with tapered

needle tips, and bumpy surfaces with wettability patterns inspired by the shell of the Namib

desert beetle. While these designs can overcome the dual constraint of nets, they are limited

by scalability, cost effectiveness, and durability challenges [12].

Inspired by the efficient fog drip of water from the linear leaf needles of redwood trees [25, 26],

a fog harp has recently been developed as a superior alternative to mesh nets [27]. Fog harps

have been demonstrated to collect anywhere from 1.5–20 times more water outdoors than

equivalent mesh harvesters [28, 30]. This enhancement was attributed to an increased droplet

sliding efficiency (i.e. reduced onset time) under light fog conditions[28, 29] and an increased

aerodynamic efficiency (i.e. anti-clogging) under heavy fog [30]. However, previous fog harp

studies have been limited in their conclusions, as they only optimized the wire diameter

[27] and did not vary the wire material, shade coefficient, or the wire length. The critical

volume for a droplet to slide down a stainless steel harp wire was only Vc ≈ 1µL [28], but

it is unknown if this could be improved even further with different wire materials. A shade

coefficient of SC≈ 0.5 is the optimum balance for the aerodynamic efficiency and collection

efficiency for nets [54]. However, our recent discovery of wire tangling negatively affecting

full-size harps with SC≈ 0.5 reveals that the optimal shade coefficient for a fog harp is likely

dependent upon the length of the wires [30].
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In this report, we systematically vary the material, pitch, and length of the wires comprising

a scale-model fog harp. We found that the choice of wire material can vary the water

harvesting amount by as much as a factor of four. Surprisingly, we found that even a minute

increase in the wire length can dramatically decrease the water harvesting amount, due to the

sudden onset of elastocapillary wire tangling. Using an elastocapillary analytical model, we

were able to successfully predict the exact critical length (for a given pitch) where tangling

will first occur. A near-optimal fog harp, comprised of uncoated stainless steel wires that

were close-packed but with minimal tangling, achieved a water harvesting efficiency of 16%

in a light fog and 17% in a heavy fog. To our knowledge, this is the highest efficiency

reported for a durable fog harvester, outperforming the current standard of a Raschel mesh

by a factor of 6.8 (light fog) or 3.1 (heavy fog). We hope that these insights will enable the

real-life implementation of fog harps that are durable, anti-clogging, and anti-tangling for

optimized water harvesting functionality.

3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Fabrication of Fog Harvesters

Scale-model fog harps were constructed by manually winding wire about two opposing,

vertically-oriented stainless steel combs that were bolted into wooden cross-supports. Both

the comb teeth and the edge-to-edge gaps between the teeth featured widths of 0.254 mm

and were fabricated by wire-electrical discharge machining (wire-EDM) [30]. Each harp

frame had a width of 20.6 cm and the height between the combs was varied by changing the

lengths of the vertical wooden beams. The relatively small width of the harp frame enabled

the practical hand-winding of wire about the combs, where the pitch could be varied by
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changing the number of notches in the combs between each pass of wire.

Table 3.1 and Figure 3.1 show the different harps constructed. When varying the wire ma-

terial, the length of each suspended wire was fixed to L= 17.3 cm and the center-to-center

wire pitch was held to P = 1.52 mm (i.e. every third comb notch was threaded). The dif-

ferent types of wire tested were twisted nylon (McMaster 87695K31, A-1), smooth nylon

(9442T1, A-2), Kevlar (McMaster 8800K41, A-3), a slightly skinnier variant of the 304

stainless steel used in our previous reports (McMaster 9495K113, A-4) [27, 28, 30], and

Teflon-coated stainless steel (McMaster 1749T13, A-5). The diameter of these wires ranged

from D= 0.203 mm to D= 0.406 mm, meaning different P were used to produce similar SC.

Wire diameter was chosen based on commercial availability. Stainless steel wires (McMas-

ter 9495K52, D= 0.254 mm), also of fixed length L= 17.3 cm, were chosen to test differing

pitches of P/D= 2.0 (B-1), P/D= 4.0 (B-2), P/D= 6.0 (B-3), and P/D= 8.0 (B-4). These

same wires of fixed P/D = 2 were also chosen to vary the wire length as L= 8.5 cm (harp

C-1), L = 17.3 cm (C-2), L = 18.0 cm (C-3), and L = 36.1 cm (C-4) to probe the length-

dependence of tangling. Finally, harp O-2 was constructed with the optimal length-pitch

combination using Teflon wires (McMaster 1749T14). Note that a Teflon-coated wire of the

same diameter as O-1 was commercially available, but did not fit the combs and damaged

them; this was likely due to the wire diameter being on the upper end of its tolerance.

3.2.2 Experimental Setup

Controlled measurements of fog-harvesting capabilities were obtained by placing harps in an

environmental chamber of dimensions 61 cm × 46 cm × 38 cm (Electro-Tech Systems, Model

5503). The air within the chamber was room temperature and kept at 100% humidity to

prevent the formation of condensation. A fog stream normal to the wire array was generated
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Table 3.1: Tabulation of properties for all fog harps tested. The A-group varies the wire
material, the B-group varies the center-to-center wire pitch (P ), the C-group changes the
wire length (L), the O-group is an optimal combination from the previous groups (both for
non-hydrophobic and hydrophobic wires), and R represents the control case of a Raschel
mesh. The McMaster-Carr part numbers for the wires are as follows: A-1 is 87695K31, A-2
is 9442T1, A-3 is 8800K41, A-4 is 9495K113, A-5 is 1749T13, all B-group, C-group, and O-1
are 9495K52, and O-2 is 1749T14. The shade coefficient (SC) for the Raschel mesh is the
same as from previous reports [28, 68]. The Stokes number is provided for both the light
(Stl) and heavy (Sth) fog settings. For the Raschel mesh, a radius of 0.275 mm was used to
calculate St by averaging the the width (1 mm) and thickness (0.1 mm) of the ribbons [28].

Harp Wire Material L (cm) D (mm) P/D Wire array 

area (cm2)

# of 

wires

SC Stl Sth

A-1 Twisted nylon 

thread

17.3 0.406 5.0 79.6 24 0.20 4.30 6.84

A-2 Smooth nylon 

thread

17.3 0.305 5.0 77.0 30 0.20 5.73 9.12

A-3 Kevlar 17.3 0.356 4.29 77.5 30 0.23 4.91 7.82

A-4 304 stainless 

steel

17.3 0.203 5.0 79.6 47 0.20 8.60 13.68

A-5 Stainless steel 

coated w/ Teflon

17.3 0.203 5.0 51.9 31 0.20 8.60 13.68

B-1* 304 stainless 

steel

17.3 0.254 2.0 74.4 85 0.50 6.88 10.94

B-2 304 stainless 

steel

17.3 0.254 4.0 77.9 45 0.25 6.88 10.94

B-3 304 stainless 

steel

17.3 0.254 6.0 77.0 30 0.17 6.88 10.94

B-4 304 stainless 

steel

17.3 0.254 8.0 77.9 23 0.13 6.88 10.94

C-1 304 stainless 

steel

8.5 0.254 2.0 36.1 86 0.50 6.88 10.94

C-2* 304 stainless 

steel

17.3 0.254 2.0 74.4 85 0.50 6.88 10.94

C-3 304 stainless 

steel

18.0 0.254 2.0 73.8 82 0.50 6.88 10.94

C-4 304 stainless 

steel

36.1 0.254 2.0 155.2 88 0.50 6.88 10.94

O-1* 304 stainless 

steel

17.3 0.254 2.0 74.4 85 0.50 6.88 10.94

O-2 Stainless steel 

coated w/ Teflon

17.3 0.229 2.22 51.9 60 0.45 7.64 12.16

R** Raschel mesh 19 --- --- 89.3 --- 0.35 3.18 5.05

*Same harp.

**Mesh, not a harp.
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by an ultrasonic humidifier (Pure Guardian H940). We measured the output under the light

fog setting to be 54± 1 mL/hr; under the heavy fog setting, it was 184± 5 mL/hr. Harp

C-4 was tested in the open air of the laboratory using the same fog stream, as it was too

tall to fit inside the chamber. This difference in location did not significantly affect the fog

harvesting, as confirmed by testing harp C-3 both inside and outside of the chamber with

almost the same results (only ≈ 3% more water collected on the outside).

A high-speed camera (Phantom v711) with a high-magnification lens (Venus Optics Laowa

60 mm f/2.8 2X Ultra-Macro) was used to characterize the fog droplets within the fog stream.

We measured an unperturbed average fog droplet velocity of vl= 0.88± 0.18 m/s for the light

fog setting on the humidifier and vh= 1.4± 0.2 m/s for the heavy fog setting. An average fog

droplet radius of rfog = 9µm was observed. The fog stream was directed from the humidifier

to the harp by flexible tubing, whose outlet was 5 cm away from the wire array. The inner

diameter of the tubing was 2.2 cm. We note that the fog stream expanded by the time

it reached the harp, with a diameter of about 2.6 cm for light fog and 2.7 cm for heavy.

The fog stream was directed at the center of the wire array (both height and width) to

ensure the entire stream impacted each harp (see Figure B.1 in Appendix B). The humidifier

used to control the humidity of the environmental chamber was separate from that used

to generate the fog stream. The fog stream would not be turned on until the chamber

had reached uniform 100% humidity. The environmental chamber contained small holes to

prevent pressure buildup inside.

A collection dish was placed under the harp wire array to collect the harvested fog water.

After a 30 minute trial, the dish was removed and measured on a mass balance to determine

the amount of water collected. Three consecutive trials were conducted for each harp/fog

condition and averaged together. The measurements from each of the three trials were always

similar to each other, indicating reliable steady-state operation. Imaging of droplets sliding
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down the harp wires for each configuration were captured using a digital camera (Canon

EOS 4D Mark III). The incoming fog stream was normal incoming from behind the wire

array, while the camera was placed on the opposite side, separated from the harp by the

transparent chamber wall.

3.3 Results and Discussion

When varying the wire material under the light fog setting (Figure 3.2a, Movie S1 in Ap-

pendix B), the Teflon-coated harp (A-5) harvested the most water (0.69 g/cm2hr) while

the twisted nylon harp (A-1) harvested the least amount (0.16 g/cm2hr). The best non-

hydrophobic wire was stainless steel (A-4), harvesting 0.58 g/cm2hr. The smooth nylon

(A-2) and Kevlar (A-3) were essentially equal, with 0.39 g/cm2hr and 0.40 g/cm2hr respec-

tively. Under heavy fog (Figure 3.2b, Movie S2 in Appendix B), A-5 still performed the best

(3.31 g/cm2hr) and A-1 again performed the worst (0.97 g/cm2hr). The best non-hydrophobic

material was still A-4 (2.42 g/cm2hr); however, the performance gap between materials was

not as large compared to the light fog conditions. This is consistent with our previous finding

that the performance gap between different harvesters was much more dramatic in a light

fog compared to a heavy one [28].

Looking at the cumulative results from Figure 3.2, some general conclusions can be made

regarding the importance of wire material. The material choice does make a substantive

difference, as it varied the harp efficiency by up to a factor of four for light fog and by three

for heavy fog, despite all harps having roughly the same shade coefficient. The twisted nylon

and Kevlar wires suffered from being both absorbent and having rough interfaces, which

could make it more difficult for discrete droplets to grow large enough to slide. The stainless

steel harp was nearly as efficient as the Teflon-coated harp, which further demonstrates that
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the effective droplet drainage of fog harps is primarily attributed to its superior geometry (i.e.

no pinning on cross-supports) and does not require hydrophobic coatings to be effective. This

is in sharp contrast to conventional fog nets, where adding a hydrophobic (or oil-impregnated)

coating substantively increases the efficiency [15, 16, 17, 18].

Table 3.2 shows the advancing (θa) and receding (θr) contact angles, as well as the critical

sliding volume (V c,e) of droplets beginning to slide down a wire. The contact angle hysteresis

(θa − θr) ranged from 16◦ (A-1) up to 34◦ (A-4). The theoretical critical volume (Vc,t) at

which gravity overcomes the pinning force can be estimated from [27]:

ρwatergVc,t ≈ πRwireγ(cos θr − cos θa), (3.1)

where ρwater and γ are the density and surface tension of water, g is gravity, and Rwire is

the radius of the wire. The receding contact line was taken to have a wetted perimeter of

approximately πRwire for all materials, as we observed that droplets tended to wrap around

only half of the wire’s circumference. Calculated values of Vc,t ranged from 0.6µL for A-5

up to 1.8µL for A-3. This is in reasonable agreement with experimental measurements of

the critical sliding volumes, which ranged from Vc,e≈ 0.7µL to 1.4µL.

The efficiency of fog harvesting is the product of three separate terms:

η = ηaηdηs, (3.2)

where ηa is the aerodynamic efficiency (how much of the wind upstream passes through the

harvester), ηd is the deposition efficiency (percentage of droplets that successfully stick to the

wires), and ηs is the sliding efficiency (fraction of the captured water that is able to drain into

the collector). Interestingly, there is no obvious correlation between V c,e (Table 3.2) and the

fog harvesting rates (Figure 3.2). For example, A-1 and A-5 exhibited the two smallest Vc,e
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Figure 3.2: Plot of average water harvested across three trials during varying material trials
for (a) light fog, and (b) heavy fog conditions. Note that efficiency is calculated as (mass
of collected water)/(mass of incoming fog water).

Table 3.2: Measured receding and advancing contact angles (θr and θa), critical values for
experimental volume (V c,e), and theoretical critical sliding volume (V c,t) for different wire
materials. All values represent the average of five measurements of different critical droplets
with an uncertainty of plus/minus two standard deviations. For the Teflon-coated wires, the
critical volume was measured by approximating droplets as a sphere. For all other materials,
critical volume was measured by approximating droplets as ellipsoids. These approximations
were based on experimental observations of droplet shapes. See Figure B.2 in the Appendix
B for further detail.

θr (deg) θa (deg) Vc,e (µL) Vc,t (µL)

Twisted nylon thread 30 ± 2 46 ± 15 0.7 ± 0.5 0.9 ± 0.9

Smooth nylon thread 36 ± 8 63 ± 9 1.3 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.5

Kevlar 40 ± 9 71 ± 13 1.3 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.9

304 stainless steel 43 ± 12 77 ± 4 1.4 ± 0.7 1.5 ± 0.3

Stainless steel coated w/ Teflon 106 ± 8 124 ± 14 0.9 ± 0.3 0.6 ± 0.8
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yet harvested the least and most water, respectively, under both fog settings. This reveals

that the material choice is primarily impacting ηa and/or ηd, as opposed to ηs. This is

logical, as fog harps are anti-clogging and exhibit continuous drainage under an appreciable

fog, such that most droplets will successfully slide into the collector regardless of whether

their volume is 1µL versus 2µL (i.e. ηs → 1). However, we do note that the variations in

Vc,e may affect ηs under extremely light fog conditions, as the onset time before droplets first

begin to slide can become comparable to the lifetime of the fog supply [28].

We expect that the material choice alters η in three different ways. First, while the shade

coefficient was held constant, the wire diameter varied by up to a factor of two between

materials due to limitations in what was commercially available. This variance in wire

diameter changes the Stokes number, which in turn affects the value of ηd. The Stokes

number is a ratio comparing the response times of a fog droplet and its streamline to deflect

around a harp wire [15, 69]:

St =
2ρwatervr

2
fog

9µairRwire

, (3.3)

where v is the upstream velocity of fog droplets, rfog is the characteristic fog droplet radius,

and µair is the viscosity of air. Values for St are shown in Table 3.1, where the St≈ 14 of A-4

and A-5 is nearly twice as high as with the other harps. Considering that ηd≈St/(St +π/2)

for droplet-laden air flowing past a wire [69], this approximately results in a 10% enhancement

in deposition efficiency for A-4 and A-5 compared to the other wire materials. For example,

under the heavy fog setting, A-4 and A-5 had ηd ≈ 0.90 while the other materials had

ηd≈ 0.82. This indicates that materials A-1, A-2, and A-3 may have compared more favorably

if they had exhibited the same wire diameter as A-4 and A-5. Second, A-2 and A-3 exhibited

spiral grooves, which could impact both ηa and ηd relative to the smooth wires. Finally, as

mentioned before, it is possible that the absorbency of the twisted nylon and Kevlar wires

may make it more difficult for discrete droplets to grow and slide, affecting ηs.
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Figure 3.3: Plot of average water harvested across three trials during varying pitch trials for
(a) light fog, and (b) heavy fog conditions.

The pitch-to-diameter ratio of stainless steel harps was systematically varied, using a rela-

tively short wire length of L= 17.3 cm to avoid extensive wire tangling due to elastocapil-

lary effects. Unsurprisingly, the smallest pitch of P/D= 2.0 (B-1) performed the best under

both light and heavy fog, harvesting 1.64 g/cm2hr and 5.49 g/cm2hr, respectively (Figure 3.3,

Movies S3 and S4 in Appendix B). Doubling the pitch to P/D = 4.0 (B-2) approximately

halved the water collection amount, with 0.87 g/cm2hr for the light fog and 2.03 g/cm2hr for

the heavy fog. This is because at the larger pitch, roughly half of the streamlines are not

appreciably perturbed by the wires. In other words, for these streamlines smoothly flowing

between the wires, the equation ηd≈St/(St + π/2) is simply replaced by ηd≈ 0. Increasing

the pitch yet further to P/D= 6.0 (B-3) and P/D= 8.0 (B-4) weakly decreased the collection

efficiency relative to B-2 for both fog settings. This indicates a non-linear relationship be-

tween increases in P/D and decreases in ηd, which would likely require numerical simulation

to fully appreciate.

Finally, the length of a stainless steel harp was varied for a fixed P/D = 2. The different

choices for L were guided by our elastocapillary tangling model developed in our previous
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report [30], which will now be briefly summarized. When captured fog droplets grow large

enough to bridge between two or more wires, tangling will occur when the capillary forces

are larger than the resisting elastic and tension forces of the wires. The critical length of dry

wire on either side of the droplet, Ldry,n, required to fully bundle n wires together is given

by:

[2(π−2)γRwire]L
4
dry,n−[T (n−1)2(P/2−Rwire)

2]L2
dry,n−9EI(n−1)2(P/2−Rwire)

2 = 0, (3.4)

where T is the pre-tension in the harp wires, E is the elastic modulus of the wire material,

and I is the area moment of inertia of the wires. For a fog harp, then, tangling of n wires

is possible when Ldry,n < L/2. Here, we focus our tangling model on characterizing the

stainless steel fog harps, with T = 2.5 N as the average measured tension (see Table B.1 in

Appendix B). At sufficiently large pitch values, elastocapillary wire tangling cannot occur

due to neighboring wires being too far apart for droplets to span the gap. This limit to

tangling can be quantified by comparing the horizontal extent of a sliding fog droplet against

half the edge-to-edge gap between neighboring wires ((P − D)/2). From our experimental

measurements of Vc,e on the stainless steel harps, the averaged horizontal extent from the

wire perimeter was approximately 1 mm. For a wire diameter of D= 0.254 mm, harp tangling

is therefore only possible when P < 2.25 mm. This informed our fixed choice of P/D= 2 for

investigating the importance of tangling, as P = 0.508 mm easily satisfies P < 2.25 mm.

When wires tangle, two primary issues arise: ηd decreases due to larger gaps opening up

between wire bundles, and ηs decreases due to droplets getting caught in the tangles. There-

fore, as tangling becomes more prominent, we should observe a degradation in the water

collection efficiency. We chose values of L where n varied widely, to experimentally confirm

the importance of tangling. From eq 3.4, the critical onset of n = 2 wire tangling should

occur at Lc,2≈ 9.1 cm. We therefore constructed a short harp of length L= 8.5 cm (C-1) as
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a baseline case, where no tangling should occur. Three-wire tangling is predicted to occur

beyond Lc,3≈ 17.7 cm. Therefore, we chose lengths of L= 17.3 cm (C-2) and L= 18 cm (C-3)

that straddled this critical length to facilitate two-wire and three-wire tangling, respectively.

Finally, we built a harp with L= 36.1 cm (C-4) which is double that of C-3 and just exceeds

the critical length of Lc,5≈ 35.2 cm for five-wire tangling.

Figure 3.4a shows the results for the varying length trials under the light fog setting. It is

indeed seen that shorter (i.e. less tangled) harps collect water more efficiently than longer

harps. Within experimental uncertainty, there was no appreciable difference between C-1

(no tangling) and C-2 (some two-wire tangling). This indicates that two-wire tangling does

not dramatically affect the water harvesting efficiency, which is reasonable considering that

the air gaps would only be slightly increased and droplets can still effectively slide between

two wires [27]. The average value for C-1 was actually 10% less than C-2, which is most likely

due to the fog stream being slightly larger than the suspended length of the harp wires. In

other words, a small portion of the fog stream directly impacted the combs themselves, which

could slightly decrease ηa. While two-wire tangling did not seem to hamper fog harvesting,

increasing the harp length further to enable three-wire tangling prompted a dramatic result.

C-3 harvested 41.6% less water than C-2, which is remarkable considering the wire length

only increased by 0.7 cm. Finally, the fog harvested by C-4 was barely half that of C-3,

indicating that five-wire tangling even more severely affects performance.

Under the heavy fog setting, the impact of tangling on the fog harvesting performance was

still important but much less pronounced (Figure 3.4b). Harp C-2 still harvested slightly

more water than C-1, for the same reasons already described above for the light fog setting.

While C-3 was still inferior to C-2 due to the three-wire tangling, the harvested water only

decreased by 28.4% instead of the 41.6% drop-off previously seen for the light fog. Harps

C-3 and C-4 harvested essentially the same amount, indicating that five-wire tangling was
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Figure 3.4: Plot of average water harvested across three trials during varying length trials
for (a) light fog, and (b) heavy fog conditions.

no worse off than three-wire tangling. This is remarkably consistent with the results from

varying the wire pitch (Figure 3.3b), where the decrease in η with increasing pitch was not

as dramatic for the heavy fog and a pitch of P/D = 8 was no worse off than P/D = 4.

Considering that the effects of tangling are remarkably similar to increasing the pitch, this

suggests that ηd is what is primarily affected by tangling. While the critical sliding volume

for droplets (Vc) will always be expected to increase for tangled wires, the onset time to

grow droplets to this larger size is still relatively short for an appreciable fog stream. An

analogous observation was made on a previous report comparing a mesh net against a fog

harp, where the larger value of Vc for the net only decreased ηs under very light fog conditions

(not possible with the current humidifier setup) [28].

Imaging was used to characterize the number of wires tangled for each harp length (Movies

S5 and S6 in Appendix B), in order to compare to the theoretical model. While the stainless

steel wires did exhibit some minor deformation from the winding process, we only counted

tangling events where the camera actively captured the joining of wires once the harp became

wet with fog. No tangling due to capillary forces was experimentally observed for C-1, in
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agreement with eq 3.4. Harps C-2 and C-3 exhibited a maximum of two-wire and three-wire

tangling, respectively, again in perfect agreement with eq 3.4. For C-4, four-wire tangling

occurred, which is reasonably close to the five-wire maximum predicted by eq 3.4. However,

the four-wire clusters were rare, with three-wire tangling being predominant. We suggest

that it is practically difficult to achieve tangles of four wires or more. This is because as

two-to-three wires clump together, this widens the gaps with neighboring wires, making it

harder for droplets to bridge to additional wires. The experimental data points plotted on

a theoretical phase map can be seen in Figure 3.5.

The most exciting observation from the varying length trials is that of efficiency cross-over
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when compared with larger P/D from the varying pitch trials. Under light fog with stainless

steel wires, harp B-3 (P/D= 6, L= 17.3 cm) harvested 21.7% less water than C-3 (P/D= 2,

L = 18.0 cm). However, when wire length of the latter was increased with C-4 (P/D = 2,

L = 36.1 cm), we observed that B-3 harvested 38.5% more than C-4. This implies that

at a certain length, wire tangling becomes significant to the point that having a shorter

harp with a larger P/D actually yields better performance, despite the much lower shade

coefficient. We note that this effect seems to be more prevalent under light fog conditions.

This cross-over strongly suggests that the frame aspect ratio for next-generation fog harps

should be wider (rather than taller) to minimize tangling for optimal performance. Given

the average wire tension of T = 2.5 N was an order of magnitude smaller than the breaking

strength of about 26 N, the maximum anti-tangling length could be increased by tensioning

the wires. For example, tensioning the wires to about T = 20 N would result in Lc,2≈ 24.9 cm

and Lc,3≈ 49.7 cm. This indicates that properly tensioned harps could be about 0.5 m tall

for D = 0.254 mm stainless steel wires, while still avoiding 3-wire tangling that comprises

harvesting efficiency.

Combining the results from Figures 3.2 - 3.4 suggests that P/D = 2.0 at L = 17.3 cm with

Teflon-coated wires is the optimal fog harp design (harp O-2, see Table 3.1). For linear

regression models supporting the optimal harp design, see Figures B.3 - B.5 in Appendix B.

We also planned on constructing an optimum non-hydrophobic harp with the second best

performing material (stainless steel), but realized we had already done so with harp B-1/C-

2 (here referred to as O-1). Under light fog (Movie S7 in Appendix B), O-2 harvested

0.93 g/cm2hr, which is 43.4% less than O-1. This result was surprising, given that harp

A-5 (Teflon-coated stainless steel) out-performed A-4 (stainless steel). We attribute this

to the slightly lower shade coefficient of O-2 (SC = 0.45) compared to O-1 (SC = 0.50),

resulting in a lower value of ηd. Under heavy fog (Movie S8 in Appendix B), O-2 harvested
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5.53 g/cm2hr, essentially the same amount as O-1 (0.76% less). These findings indicate

that applying hydrophobic coatings to the harp wires, at best, only slightly enhances fog

harvesting compared to uncoated wires. The cost of the Teflon-coated wires was $25.62/m,

three orders of magnitude more expensive than the ≈ $0.05/m cost of uncoated stainless steel

wires. When further considering the health and durability concerns of using hydrophobic

coatings for fog harvesting, it seems clear that O-1 (i.e. uncoated stainless steel) is the

superior harp design.

As an overview of our results, Figure 3.6a compares the water harvesting efficiency of all harps

tested. Additionally, a control case of a Raschel mesh was tested under the exact same fog

conditions, as Raschel meshes are the current standard in real-life fog harvesting applications

[7]. Our harp with optimal geometries and non-hydrophobic wires (O-1) performed the best,

reaching an efficiency of η≈ 16% under light fog and η≈ 17% under heavy fog. Figure 3.6b

compares the efficiency of harp O-1 to existing fog harvesters, revealing that our optimized

fog harp exhibits the highest efficiency of any passive and practical fog harvester reported

to date. A very recent report did measure an efficiency of η ≈ 25% [70], but this required

a three-dimensional, nanostructured, lubricant-impregnated structure that is not scalable

or durable for practical application. Another report obtained an efficiency of η≈ 40%, but

this required high voltage electrodes to ionize the fog droplets to promote an electrostatic

attraction to the grounded harvester [71].

3.4 Conclusion

In summary, we systematically varied the wire material, center-to-center wire pitch, and wire

length of scale-model fog harps. Our optimum fog harp exhibited an efficiency of 16–17%,

which is 3–7 times more than the current state-of-the-art of a Raschel mesh. In terms of
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H-5: Raschel mesh (R, this study)

H-6: SHP mesh73

H-7: Microgrooved wire73

Figure 3.6: (a) Water harvesting efficiency of all fog harvesters tested, including the control
Raschel mesh (R). Lighter color variants represent the light fog setting of the humidifier,
while darker colors represent the heavy fog setting. The harps with an asterisk are all
the same harp, but were useful for comparing to other harps in multiple categories. (b)
Comparison of our maximum harp efficiency to that of other passive fog harvesters from the
literature: 3D superhydrophobic liquid-infused (SHBL) frame [70], 2D cactus kirigami [72],
wire mesh [15], superhydrophilic (SHP) mesh [73], and microgrooved wire [73]. Harvesters
with a solid diagonal fill are durable and scalable for practical use, while those with a dashed
horizontal fill are not.
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the harp material, uncoated stainless steel wires performed about as well as Teflon-coated

wires, showcasing how a harp promotes effective droplet shedding regardless of the surface

chemistry. In terms of the wire geometry, we found that the droplet deposition efficiency

was optimal for a close-packed wire array (P/D= 2) for short wire lengths, but that larger

spacings were better for longer wires to avoid elastocapillary wire tangling. These findings

reveal that an optimal and practical fog harp should use uncoated wires that are close-packed,

but packaged within a high aspect ratio frame to minimize tangling issues.



Chapter 4

Dynamics of Fog Droplets on Harp

Wires

The contents of this chapter detail a preliminary model developed by Nicholas Kowalski to

capture the dynamics of a water droplet sliding down a harp wire. While the model has yet

to be finalized, early comparisons to experimental results show a promising correlation.

4.1 Introduction

As water scarcity challenges continue to increase around the world, there is a growing interest

in exploiting more unconventional sources of fresh water [1, 2, 5, 74]. One such source is fog,

where fog harps are emerging as a promising tool for providing an supplemental source of

fresh water in arid water-stressed regions of the world [27, 30, 75]. Currently, the standard for

fog harvesting is the Raschel mesh, with typical collection rates of 1–10 L/m2day [7, 18, 36].

In contrast, fog harps have been been shown to harvest 1.3–10.6 times more water than

Raschel meshes, affected by wind speed conditions and fog intensity, among other factors

44
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[28, 54]. The main advantage of fog harps over contemporary mesh harvesters is a lack

of orthogonal features that would impede sliding droplets. Under heavy fog, a harp has

the benefit of being anti-clogging, allowing droplets to continuously slide throughout the

duration of the fog event [15, 55]. Under light fog, a harp has the benefit of decreased onset

time for droplet sliding, allowing the wires to shed more droplets in a shorter time frame

[28, 29].

The wetting and spreading of droplets on fibers has been extensively studied. For example,

the equilibrium shape of droplets on a single fiber (barrel and clam-shell on partially wetting

surfaces) is well documented [76, 77, 78]. Barrel shape drops are axisymmetric (wrap around

the entire wire), while clam-shell drops are non-axisymmetric (only contact half of the fiber).

The former tends to occur for larger droplet volumes and smaller contact angles, while the

latter for smaller volumes [77]. The spreading of a liquid column along a fiber (perfectly

wetting surfaces) has also been studied broadly [79, 80, 81, 82], such as the Rayleigh–Plateau

instability. In recent years, greater attention has been given to multi-fiber configurations, as

they are much more common in real applications (filtration systems, bird feathers, textiles, et

cetera) [83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89]. An example study by Sauret et al. examined the wetting

of droplets at the intersection of two crossed fibers, giving insight to different morphologies

at various inclination angles [86]. Another study by Protiere et. al investigated the liquid

column between two fibers of different radii, again giving insight into possible morphologies

depending on fiber properties [87]. While these studies and others are useful to consider,

they contrast a harp in two key ways: a harp does not involve cross-junctions of any sort, and

its wires predominately have discrete droplets (i.e. no liquid columns, only rarely appearing

between pairs for small enough spacing).

The pinch-off and sliding of droplets on various fiber configurations has also been investigated

in the literature. The first case is that of horizontally crossed fibers, such as in a study by
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Amrei et al. that used a numerical model to estimate the critical pinch-off volume of a

droplet at various horizontal fiber junctions [90]. The study of this phenomenon is also

true for a single horizontal fiber [91, 92]. The next case is that of vertically crossed fibers

(i.e. some kind of mesh), where droplets must be large enough for gravity to overcome the

large pinning force exerted by the junction [27, 93]. The final case is vertically oriented

fibers, akin to those of a harp. Empirical and analytical studies on both the growth rate

and critical sliding volume of droplets have been done [27, 28, 29, 94], but there has been

little investigation into what happens afterwards. In other words, we know when droplets

will begin sliding, but we do not know how they will slide upon starting. The only study

we were able to find related to this was by Gilet et al., which estimates different regimes

of a droplet sliding (initial acceleration, long-term behavior) on a single, dry fiber [93]. As

before, these results provide valuable insight, but are limited for our application in a key

way: they do not account for the coalescence of a sliding droplet with others along the fiber.

As we’ve been alluding to, there is a surprising scarcity of information on the sliding dy-

namics of a droplet on a vertical wire, particularly related to a fog harp. For a classical

mesh harvester, these dynamics are near impossible to model simply due to the impeding

orthogonal features that significantly complicate the droplet motion. However, the recent

development of fog harps frees us from this constraint, allowing the formulation of a much

simpler model. Here, we fill this knowledge gap by developing a model that tracks a main

critical droplet as it begins to slide down a harp wire and coalesce with other droplets littered

along the wire. This work can lead to a better understanding of water drainage on a harp,

further informing the construction of an optimal fog harvester.
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4.2 Materials and Methods

4.2.1 Fabrication of Harp Wire

A 304 stainless steel wire of diameter 0.254 mm (McMaster 9495K52) was manually wound

between two opposing, vertically-oriented stainless steel combs that were bolted into wooden

cross-supports. Both the comb teeth and edge-to-edge gaps between the teeth featured

widths of 0.254 mm and were fabricated by wire-electrical discharge machining (wire-EDM)

[30].

4.2.2 Experimental Setup

A fog stream generated by an ultrasonic humidifier (Pure Guardian H940) was directed at

the center of the wire. The fog stream passed normally through the gap between the wooden

cross-supports. The heavy fog setting on the machine was used, with a measured output of

184± 5 mL/hr. A high-speed camera (Phantom v711) with a high-magnification lens (Venus

Optics 60 mm f/2.8 2X Ultra-Macro) was used to measure fog droplets within the stream.

The average unperturbed fog droplet velocity was measured to be v = 1.4± 0.2 m/s, with

an average droplet radius of rfog = 9µm. The same camera setup was used to capture video

of droplets sliding down the wire during a fog event. The position of a sliding droplet was

measured by tracking its center of mass with image analysis software.

4.3 Discussion

The model we developed utilizes a numerical method, specifically the Euler method. In

short, we take acceleration to be constant at each small time step we evaluate, which is
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solved using Newton’s 2nd law. We take consider gravitational, pinning (hysteresis), drag,

and viscous forces. We also account for the coalescence of the main sliding droplet with

others along the wire, taking into account its affect on the sliding dynamics.

The mechanism for a droplet to begin sliding is taken to be the coalescence of a droplet of

critical volume Vc with a smaller sub-critical droplet of volume Vs, resulting in a droplet of

super-critical volume (Figure 4.1). We note that other mechanisms to commence sliding are

possible (such as the coalescence of two sub-critical droplets), but do not focus on those for

the present analysis. A critical droplet is defined to be one that has grown to the size where

the maximum possible resisting pinning force Fp (hysteresis) is equal to the gravitational

force Fg on the droplet. Droplets at this volume begin to nudge very slightly down the wire

with negligible velocity. During this nudging period, the critical droplet will eventually reach

a sub-critical droplet of volume Vs and coalesce with it. This sudden increase in volume,

as well as the resulting decrease in surface energy between the two droplets (a fraction of

which is converted to kinetic energy), will cause the new super-critical droplet of volume Vd

to begin substantially sliding. Note that we will later use the subscript d to describe the

main sliding droplet at any time t. The instant after this coalescence is complete, we define

time t = 0, position X = X0, and velocity U = U0. Also note that we define the positive

direction as down the wire.

Our MATLAB code (see Appendix C) requires six inputs, geometrically defined in Figure 4.2.

In words, these inputs are the radius rw of the wire, the major length LM,c of the critical

droplet parallel to the wire, the average major length LM,s of the smaller droplets parallel to

the wire, the average frequency b at which the smaller droplets are spaced along the wire,

the receding contact angle θr of the critical droplet, and the advancing contact angle θa of

the critical droplet. The last two inputs are used to calculate Fp. The code also prompts

the user with the option to model droplets a either perfect spheres or ellipsoids. If the latter
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the mechanism causing substantial droplet sliding to occur. We
notice that all droplets hang off only one side of the wire, i.e. they do not wrap all the way
around. A droplet of critical volume Vc coalesces with a sub-critical droplet of volume Vs,
where the sudden decrease in combined surface energy results in the super-critical droplet of
volume Vd having a non-zero initial velocity U0 (elaborated upon later). The increased vol-
ume also allows Fg to decisively overcome Fp, the latter of which remains constant throughout
the sliding process. The instant after coalesce is where we define our initial position time
t = 0 and position X = X0. Note that the average volume Vs and average frequency b of
the sub-critical droplet along the wire are estimated empirically, and in reality it is possible
to see a variety of droplet sizes and spacing; we model average values here for simplicity,
which have proven to be a good approximation for modeling sliding dynamics based on our
comparisons.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Image of an elliptical droplet, with major radius rM = LM/2 and minor
radius rm = qrM, where 0< q ≤ 1. Note they we take the radius into/out of the page to also
be rm. (b) Visual representation of some variables defining droplet geometries.

is chosen, the aspect ratio q of a droplet is calculated as a function of its major length LM.

The function for q is determined based on experimental data for how q changes with LM. In

our model, we used a power fit to arrive at

q = 2.8053L0.2148
M . (4.1)

Note that eq4.1 was based on water droplets on 304 stainless steel wires of radius rw = 0.127 mm.

We use this model to calculate a new q each time the main sliding droplet coalesces with a

smaller one along the wire. Once we know q, we can approximate the volume of an elliptical

droplet according to
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V ≈ 4

3
πq2

(
LM

2

)3

. (4.2)

Note that we assumed perfect ellipsoids for our approximation in eq4.2, while in reality

there will be some deformation along the contact area that will cause deviation from this

idealization.

Next, we discuss the change in surface energy that occurs when two droplets coalesce, specif-

ically a decrease due to the overall reduction in surface area between the two. Specifically,

we will focus on the initial coalescence at t= 0 for this derivation. To find this change in

surface energy, we first define the surface energy of a single elliptical droplet:

eγ = 4πγ

[
r3.2

M

3

(
2q1.6 + q3.2

)] 1

1.6
, (4.3)

where γ is the air-liquid interface surface tension of the droplet (γ = 0.073 N/m for water)

and rM is the major radius of the droplet (rM = LM/2). We can write this expression for

the initial critical droplet (eγ,c), the initial small droplet (eγ,s), and the final droplet (eγ,d).

Each will have a different rM and therefore different q. To find the change in surface energy

resulting from the coalescence, we write

∆eγ = eγ,c + eγ,s − eγ,d, (4.4)

where eγ,c, eγ,s, and eγ,d are the surface energies of the critical, small, and final droplets,

respectively. Note that we wrote the eq 4.4 in such a way that our ∆eγ value is positive. To

solve ∆eγ, we notice that our two unknowns are the major radius rM,d of the final droplet

and the aspect ratio qd of the final droplet. We can solve rM,d by using eq 4.2 for the final
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droplet, noting that Vd = Vc + Vs; however, eq 4.2 also depends on qd. To remedy this, we

are able to substitute in our model for qd (eq 4.1) as function of the major length LM,d of

the final droplet, where LM,d = 2rM,d. So, we arrive at

Vd =
4

3
π
(
2.8053 (2rM,d)0.2148)2

r3
M,d, (4.5)

where we solve numerically for rM,d. With rM,d, we can now find qd with eq 4.1.

In eq 4.3, for simplification, we define

f = 2q1.6 + q3.2. (4.6)

Combining eqs 4.3, 4.4, 4.6, the resulting rM,d from eq4.5, and the resulting qd from eq4.1,

we write a final expression for the change in surface energy:

∆eγ = 4πγ

(
fc + fs − fd

3

) 1

1.6 (
r2

M,c + r2
M,s − r2

M,d

)
. (4.7)

We take this change in surface energy to be the change in kinetic energy ∆ek of the sliding

droplet; however, experiments have shown that only a fraction of the change in surface energy

is actually converted to kinetic energy [95]. So, we introduce the decimal percentage p to

describe how much of ∆eγ is converted to ∆ek. Note that p is constant for all coalescing

droplets in the model. It is known that kinetic energy is equal to

ek =
1

2
ρV U2, (4.8)

where ρ is the droplet density (ρ= 1000 kg/m3 for water). If we set ∆Ek = p∆Eγ, set the
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initial kinetic energy equal to zero, and solve for the velocity Ud after coalescence, we find

Ud =
2p∆eγ
ρVd

. (4.9)

eq4.9 is the velocity U0 we take our sliding droplet to have at t= 0 and X= X0. It is worth

mentioning that the entire coalescence process just described is valid for any two merging

droplets. We will touch on this again later.

Next, we focus on the numerical section of our analysis. A basic visual summary of this

process can be seen in Figure 4.3. For each iteration i of our method, we calculate a constant

acceleration ad,i of the main sliding droplet during the time step of length ts. This acceleration

is calculated using Newton’s 2nd law, according to

ad,i =
Fg − Fp − Fd − Fµ

ρVd

, (4.10)

where Fd is the drag force (air resistance) and Fµ is the viscous drag force. Fp will remain

constant throughout all iterations, and is calculated according to

Fp = lγ (cos θr − cos θa) , (4.11)

where l is the length of the receding contact line of the sliding droplet on the wires (taken

as l= πrw based on experimental observation).

The drag force is calculated each iteration according to

Fd =
1

2
CdρaAcsU

2
d,i, (4.12)
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Figure 4.3: Basic visualization of the numerical loop used to calculate the acceleration,
velocity, and position of the main sliding droplet at each time step. All three of these values
are calculated at the beginning of the loop. Afterwards, the code checks to see if the sliding
droplet has slid a sufficient distance since its last coalescence event to meet another static
droplet along the wire (controlled by the parameter b). If it has, the code will retroactively
account for changes in velocity from both conservation of momentum and the change in
combined surface energy.

where Cd is the drag coefficient, ρa is the density of the air around the droplet, Acs = πr2
m,d

is the characteristic frontal area of the sliding droplet (rm,d = qdrM,d is the minor radius of

the sliding droplet), and Ud,i is the velocity of the sliding droplet at the beginning of the

current iteration. Cd depends on the shape of the drop, and will therefore change each time

the sliding droplet coalesces with another droplet along the wire. Cd is typically measured

experimentally, but models can be used to approximate values for various shapes. Here, we

use a model developed by Andreas Hölzer and Martin Sommerfeld for non-spherical particles

[96], repeated here for convenience:

Cd =
8

Re

1√
φ||

+
16

Re

1√
φ

+
3√
Re

1

φ3/4
+ (0.42)100.4(−log(φ))0.2 1

φ⊥
, (4.13)

where φ is the sphericity, φ⊥ is the crosswise sphericity, and φ|| is the lengthwise sphericity,
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all of the sliding droplet. These variables are defined in the work by Hölzer and Sommerfeld

[96]. The final force we define is Fµ, which is calculated according to

Fµ ≈ Acontactµ
Ud,i

2rm,d

, (4.14)

where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the droplet (µ = 0.001 PaS at 20◦C). For Acontact, we

remember that the droplets hang off of only one side (half) of the wire. We therefore

approximate the contact area as Acontact = πrwLM,d.

Once ad,i is calculated, we can find the velocity Ud,i+1 and the end of the iteration using

kinematics:

Ud,i+1 = Ud,i + ad,its. (4.15)

We can also find the position Xd,i+1 at the end of the iteration, again using kinematics:

Xd,i+1 = Ud,its +
1

2
ad,it

2
s . (4.16)

Once Xd,i+1 is calculated, the next iteration can begin, and so forth. In our code, we store

information on Xd,i, Ud,i, and ad,i for each iteration.

At the end of each iteration, the code will check to see if the main sliding droplet has traveled

a distance b since its last coalescence event. If it has, then we begin the process of accounting

for the coalescence and its impact on the sliding droplet dynamics. As a reminder, we have

assumed that every droplet the main sliding droplet coalesces with are of some average

volume Vs < Vc. We define three states in the process: state A at the beginning, state B

after accounting for conservation of momentum, and state C after accounting for change
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in kinetic energy by surface energy change. The first step in the coalescence process is to

account for conservation of momentum, defined as

UB =
VAUA

VB

, (4.17)

where UA is the is the velocity of the main sliding droplet before coalescence (UA = Ud,i+1 of

the current iteration), VA is the volume of the main sliding droplet before coalescence (equal

to Vd of the current iteration), and VB is the volume of the sliding droplet after coalescence

(VB = VA + Vs). Note that VB will become the new Vd of subsequent iterations. We can

see that conservation of momentum will cause the sliding droplet velocity to decrease after

coalescence, since the quantity VA/VB multiplying UA in eq4.17 will always be less than 1,

as well as the fact that we assumed zero initial velocity of the small droplet.

Next, we account for the change in surface energy (∆eγ,AC), just like we did before with

eq4.7; the only difference is that we replace the critical droplet terms with those of the main

sliding droplet before coalescence. We again use a numerical approach as with eq4.5 to find

the new major radius of the sliding droplet after coalescence. After finding ∆eγ,AC, we add

this change to the kinetic energy of the droplet in state B to get a new kinetic energy ek,C,

again multiplying ∆eγ,AC by p. In equation form, this looks like

ek,C =
1

2
ρVBU

2
B + p∆eγ,AC. (4.18)

Since kinetic energy increased, the velocity of the sliding droplet droplet must also increase.

The new velocity UC is found with
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UC =

(
2ek,C

ρVB

)1

2
. (4.19)

Note that in eq4.19, we used the kinetic energy and volume of the sliding droplet after conser-

vation of momentum had already been considered in eq4.17, and therefore after coalescence

had already taken place. For the initial kinetic energy ek,B =
1

2
ρVBU

2
B in eq4.18, we take it

to be determined by the post-conservation of momentum state B. In reality, the change in

velocity from both surface energy and conservation of momentum will occur simultaneously;

we use the model developed here as an approximation.

After the post-coalescence velocity UC is determined, we can calculate new φ, φ⊥, and φ||

values based on the new sliding droplet geometries. These new values will be used to calculate

Cd in subsequent iterations.

Some preliminary experiments were conducted to validate the proposed sliding droplet model

(see Movie S9 in Appendix C). A comparison of experimental and theoretical data can be seen

in Figure 4.4 with reasonable agreement. However, our experiments highlighted a limitation

of the current model, which is the mechanism to initiate droplet sliding. Here, we assumed

that sliding only begins once a droplet of critical volume nudges along the wire and coalesces

with a smaller one. Our experiments (five trials) showed that other mechanisms for initiating

droplet sliding exist, such as the common coalescence of two sub-critical droplets. This is

why we were only able to use one set of sliding data in this report.

We note that we chose a value of p = 0.08 for our model; this means we assumed about

8% of the decrease in surface energy between two coalescing droplets is converted to kinetic

energy. We came to this value empirically, as it seemed to best make the theoretical curve

in Figure 4.4 match the experimental data. Follow-up experimentation must be done to see

if p = 0.08 holds for all data.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of experimental data (blue solid line) to the theoretical (red dashed
line). The experimental data appears somewhat wavy due to position measurements being
taken manually. The wavy sections on the experimental data can also be an indication for
where droplet coalescence occurs, since oscillations occur as two droplets join together. The
theoretical data seems to be within reason of the experimental, validating our numerical
approach to this problem. The following values were used in the simulation: p = 0.08, ts
= 0.0001 s, rw = 0.127 mm, LM,c = 1.88 mm, LM,s = 0.71 mm, b = 1.16 mm, θr = 43◦, θa

= 77◦. Note that these values were approximated from video analysis. Droplets were not
approximated as perfect spheres.
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4.4 Conclusion

Future experiments are needed to validate the sliding droplet model derived in this work,

but preliminary comparison to experimental data is promising. The two key areas to further

investigate are the mechanism to initiate sliding and the value of p (percent change in

surface energy between two coalescing droplets that is converted to kinetic energy). In

particular, it will be interesting to see if p = 0.08 holds reasonably well for all experimental

data. By refining the sliding droplet model, we will have yet another tool at our disposal

for understanding the physics of a fog harp. Furthering this understanding will aid in the

development of the optimal fog harp for future water harvesting efforts.



Chapter 5

Summary

The first section was motivated by a desire to directly compare the water harvesting capabil-

ities of a full-scale harp to a mesh, during which we found wire tangling to be an important

consideration for harp performance. The criteria for the tangling of harp wires has now

been quantified, where the key controlling parameters are the center-to-center pitch between

wires, the wire length, and the wire tension. The second section was motivated by a need

to find the parameters of the optimal fog harp, as well as the impact of wire tangling on fog

harvesting performance. We found the optimal fog harp to have stainless steel wires with a

center-to-center wire pitch to wire diameter ratio of 2 in a high aspect ratio frame, the last

of which to mitigate the negative effects of wire tangling on harvesting performance. The

third section was motivated by a curiosity to understand the dynamics of droplets draining

down vertical harp wires while coalescing with others along the way. A preliminary model

has been constructed to describe these physics, appearing to show promising correlation with

experimental results.
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Appendix A

Harps under Heavy Fog Conditions:

Superior to Meshes but Prone to

Tangling

A.1 Winding of the harp wires

For the single-layer harp, the wire was only wound through one side of the comb arrays. It

was challenging to bend the wire into sharp 180◦ turns to progress from one notch in the

comb to the adjacent one. To mitigate this problem, screws were positioned along the comb-

embedded beams, such that the wire could be wrapped around a screw before progressing

to the next notch in the comb (see Figure 2.2d in the main text). For the double-layer harp,

each pass of wire was notched into one side of a comb and then wrapped around the beam

to notch on the other side. The comb teeth were staggered, such that the teeth on one side

of the comb lined up with the gaps on the other side of the comb. In this way, the wire was

always horizontally translated by 0.254 mm after being wrapped around a comb. As a result,

74
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each individual layer of wires still exhibited the same P/D= 2 as the single-layer harp, while

at the same time the two layers were staggered with respect to each other. The spacing

between the two layers of harp wires corresponded to the 3 cm width of the combs. It was

not necessary to wrap the wire around the screws for the double-layer harp; instead, these

screws were only used to secure the free ends of wire when transitioning from one spool to

the next (see Figure 2.2e in the main text).
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Table A.1: Tabulation of wire tension measurements taken for single-layer and double-layer
harps. Measurements were sampled from ten different wires across the wire array of each
harp. For the double-layer harp, five measurements were taken on each layer. Measurements
were taken after the conclusion of all of the experiments, such that the tension during
the actual experiments could have been slightly larger. A wide range of tension values
were observed, which could be due to both the manual hand-winding of the wires and
loosening due to tangling during the experiments. The measurements were used to justify
the representative choice of T = 13 N for the experimental wire tension, as many wires had a
tension near this value which also corresponds to half of the ultimate strength of the wires.

Single-layer harp (N) Double-layer harp (N)

6.5 9.3

2.7 9.4

5.6 0.0

10.8 0.9

11.9 9.0

5.6 11.5

5.7 0.8

15.1 0.5

13.8 10.3

12.6 9.1

A.2 Measurements of harp wire tension

A.3 Measurements of the Meteorological Optical Range

The Meteorological Optical Range (MOR) is a measure of the fog density and is defined as

the distance (d) through the fog where the contrast of a black object reaches 5% due to the

scattering of 95% of the light. A green laser was used to measure light loss over a fixed length

(lmeas) and made continuous measurements at a frequency of 1 Hz. The range is calculated

by: MOR = ln (0.05)
ln (dmeas/dcal)

lmeas, where dmeas is the MOR distance under the foggy condition

and dcal is the MOR calibration distance under clear conditions.
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A.4 Statistical analysis of harps and mesh

An ANOVA test on the performance of the three different water harvesters was done in

Minitab to see if any statistical significance in water collection capabilities between the

harps and mesh exists. When comparing the water collected by either harp to that collected

from the mesh harvester, the difference of means was always in favor of the harp. However,

a statistically significant conclusion could not be drawn, as only three measurements were

taken (one of which was under different conditions than the other two). The expense of

renting the Smart Road and operating the fog towers prohibited the ability to conduct more

than three trials. Figures A.1 and A.2 provide a more in-depth analysis as to why these

statistical limitations exist.
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Figure A.1: Tukey method with a 95% confidence interval (CI). The two data points of
interest in this pairwise comparison are those for M1 (mesh) - H1 (single-layer harp) and
M1 - H2 (double-layer harp). The data points represent the difference of means of the
average collected water for each harvester across the three trials. Since both difference of
means are negative, this shows that harps were on average able to collect more water than
the mesh. However, the CIs on both of the whisker plots include zero, which tells us that
natural variability could flip our results to have the mesh harvest more than the harps (the
corresponding means are not significantly different). This does not allows us to statistically
conclude that the harps will always harvest more than the mesh, despite the experimental
data suggesting that they will.
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Figure A.2: Tukey method with a 95% CI. This analysis shows the interaction between
experimental setups S1 (Trial 1) and S2 (Trials 2 and 3) with the amount of water collected
from each harvester (WatHarv). Like in Figure A.1, all CIs contain zero, indicating no
significant difference of corresponding means for the given harvester and setup combinations.
This plot is important to consider because it takes into account the difference in experimental
setups between Trials 1, 2 and 3, still showing no statistical significance in results. For
example, (M1 S2) - (H1 S2) represents the mean of the water collected in Trials 2 and 3 by
the mesh subtracted by the mean of the water collected in Trials 2 and 3 by the single-layer
harp, which is where the respective data point lies. Variability is still too wide in this case,
and a CI containing zero indicates that there is not enough experimental evidence to prove
that the harp will always collect more water than the mesh. However, the negative mean
in this case does show that the harp on average collected more water than the mesh in
experiments.
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A.5 Full derivation of tangling model

A.5.1 Two wires fixed at both ends

The first case we will look at is two wires fixed at both ends (Figure 2.6a in the main text).

We build upon the model developed by Py et al. and Duprat et al. [57, 58], which looked

at thin fibers that were fixed on one end and free on the other. The effects of gravity are

neglected; the wires will not bend under their own weight and the droplets on the wires are

smaller than the capillary length. The wires are separated by a center-to-center pitch, P ,

at their roots. The wires are assumed to bend symmetrically about the centerline between

them.

The tangling of the harp wires can be seen as a competition between the wires’ elasticity and

the water’s capillarity. The closer to a root of a wire, the more energy required to bend. We

will consider that the wires are not infinitesimally thin, meaning the wires at the interior will

prevent the outer wires from bending all the way to the centerline of a group. The elastic

energy of a wire is determined by the point of greatest deflection in the meniscus. Modeling

the wires as simple beams, the elastic energy of one wire deflected towards the centerline for

coalescence can be represented as

ee =
6EI(P/2−R)2

L3
dry

, (A.1)

where E is the Young’s modulus, I = πR4/4 is the area moment of inertia for wires of

radius R, and Ldry is the length from either end of the harp frame where the wires first stick

together. Note we assume that Ldry � P for the case of small deformations so that the

length of the wire does not become a function of the deformation (the wire curvature can be

neglected), which will hold for all cases discussed. There exists a minimum Ldry that must
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π
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Figure A.3: Cross-section of two wires, for the cases of (a) seperated, and (b) bridged.

exist for capillary forces to bend the dry portions of the wire.

Initially, the pair of adjacent wires are straight and have no elastic energy. When a small

water droplet is introduced on each wire separately, it will surround each wire to create a

free interface of area 2πR per unit length of wire (Figure A.3a). For fog harps with a large

shade coefficient, such as used here, a pair of droplets will eventually grow large enough

to coalesce together between the wires. When this happens, the water is squeezed into a

slender column of length Lwet between the wires to minimize the system’s surface energy

(Figure A.3b). Many droplets are growing on the harp wires at once, such that most will

still be quite small when coalescence occurs between the largest pair. This rationalizes our

approximation of 2πR for a prototypical perimeter of the free surface of the pre-merged

droplets, as opposed to something larger.

By going from a separated to bridged state, the wires experience a change in surface energy,

given by

∆es = γ

∫ Lwet

0

[4πR− 4αR + 4(
π

2
− α)r − 4πR]dz, (A.2)
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where α is the effective contact angle at a cross-section and r is the concave radius of

curvature of the meniscus. The z-direction follows the length of the wires, where the integral

in eq A.2 is across only the wetted length of wire. Note that eq A.2 assumes the droplets are

perfectly wetting each fiber prior to coalescence. We assume maximal spreading for small

liquid volumes Lwet = L− 2Ldry, where L is the total wire length. While mass conservation

can prevent maximal spreading for small liquid volumes [58], the array of droplets along the

wires of a harp will tend to cause total spreading to occur.

For the coalescence condition, we set cosα = R/(R + r). We will assume that the cross-

section of the meniscus exhibits a constant shape along Lwet, meaning α is not a function of

z. Rewriting ∆es to a more convenient form,

∆es = 2γR

∫ L−2Ldry

0

[
2α− 2(π/2− α)

(
1

cosα
− 1

)]
dz, (A.3)

and we can define

S(α) = 2α− 2
(π

2
− α

)( 1

cosα
− 1

)
. (A.4)

This change in surface energy can be conceptualized as the creation of a negative Laplace

pressure within the bridged liquid. This negative Laplace pressure can be fully applied along

any fiber in contact with the liquid. In other words, ∆es is not divided in half to each wire.

Because of this, we only need to look at ee for one wire. Initially a wire has zero elastic

energy, and its final elastic energy is defined by eq A.1. So, the change in elastic energy for

a wire is just ee. If we define the total change in energy of the system as ∆e, we can write

∆e = ee + ∆es =
6EI(P/2−R)2

L3
dry

− 2γR

∫ L−2Ldry

0

[S(α)]dz. (A.5)

Next, we would like to minimize ∆e with respect to Ldry. To do this, we take the derivative
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of ∆e with respect to Ldry and set it equal to zero. This yields

0 = −18EI(P/2−R)2

L4
dry

+ 4γRS(α). (A.6)

Rearranging to solve for Ldry, we arrive at

Ldry =

(
9EI(P/2−R)2

2γRS(α)

)1/4

. (A.7)

This equation gives the minimum Ldry that is required for capillary forces to bend two

wires for coalescence. Any pair of wires with lengths L that are shorter than 2Ldry will not

experience coalescence. For a contact angle of α= π/2, which is a flat liquid column, Py et

al. approxiamate S(α)= π – 2 [57].

A.5.2 More than two wires fixed at both ends

When more than two wires stick together, Ldry will be governed by the outermost wires

exhibiting the largest deflections. Given the linear array of wires in a harp, we assume that

the tangled wires line up in a row and bend together symmetrically, such as with the three-

wire configuration (Figure 2.6b). In the three-wire case, the center wire will not bend at all,

while the two outer wires must bend by (P − 2R) each. This is double the bending distance

for the outermost wires as compared to the two-wire case. Since the outermost wires are

limiting, we will only model their elastic energy. In this case we get

ee,3 =
24EI(P/2−R)2

L3
dry,3

, (A.8)

where Ldry,3 is the dry length of the outermost coalescing wires for a group of three. Each pair

of wires in the set-up will form their own meniscus between them, as seen in Figure A.4. The
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α

R

R + r r

π

2
−α

Figure A.4: Cross-section of three wires after coalescense.

meniscus between an outermost wire and its adjacent wire is the only one that is important

for calculations. This is because the meniscus attached to an outermost wire is the only one

that is directly pulling it in. Also remember that the total change in surface energy of a

meniscus between two wires can be wholly applied to both wires that it bridges. The change

in surface energy of an outermost pair of wires will be the greatest because an outermost wire

will have the most bend. Therefore, this change in surface energy of the meniscus between

an outermost pair of wires represents the minimum amount of energy that is required to

coalesce the entire group of wires.

These conclusions result in the change in surface energy for this case to be identical to that

in eq A.3 for the two-wire case, since we only care about the limiting case of the meniscus

between the outermost pair of wires changing the elastic energy of the outermost wire. Using

eq A.3 and eq A.8 to write the total change in energy of the system ∆e3, we get

∆e3 = ee,3 + es =
24EI(P/2−R)2

L3
dry

− 2γR

∫ L−2Ldry

0

[S(α)]dz. (A.9)

If we go through the same process of minimizing ∆E3 with respect to Ldry,3, we arrive at the
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following expression for the minimum required dry length of the outermost two wires:

Ldry,3 =

(
36EI(P/2−R)2

2γRS(α)

)1/4

. (A.10)

Next, we will consider four-wire tangling, which can be seen in Figure 2.6c. The derivation

for this is much the same as with the three-wire configuration. The outermost wires must

bend a distance of (3P/2− 3R), so the elastic energy for an outermost wire can be written

as

ee,4 =
54EI(P/2−R)2

L3
dry,4

, (A.11)

where Ldry,4 is the dry length of the outermost tangling wires for an array of four. Again,

the expression for the change in surface energy will be the same as it was for the two-wire

case, for the same reasons as described previously. So, following the same steps, we arrive at

the following expression for the minumum required dry length of the outermost two wires:

Ldry,4 =

(
81EI(P/2−R)2

2γRS(α)

)1/4

. (A.12)

Now we can derive a general expression for n wires. The elastic energy of the outermost wire

for a group of n coalescing wires is

ee,n =
6EI(n− 1)2(P/2−R)2

L3
dry,n

, (A.13)

where Ldry,n is the dry length of the outermost tangling wires. Using the same change in

surface energy from eq A.3 to write the total change in energy of the system, and then

minimizing that energy with respect to Ldry,n, we finally get
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Ldry,n =

(
9EI(n− 1)2(P/2−R)2

2γRS(β)

)1/4

, (A.14)

where we can predict the tangling conditions for an array of n wires, such as with the five-wire

series in Figure 2.6d.

A.5.3 More than two wires under tension fixed at both ends

The wires on fog harps are generally held in tension, which eq A.14 does not account for.

Continuing to model the wires as simples beams, the force (located at the center normal to

the length) required to deflect a beam at it’s center can be written for a harp as

F =
6EIY

L3
dry,n

, (A.15)

where Y is the deflection of the beam, representing the term (n−1)(P/2−R). If we multiply

this by a length scale to get an energy, we arrive at eq A.13. However, to account for tension,

eq A.15 must be modified to include not only the resisting elastic force of the wires but also

the resisting tension force (see Figure A.5). By again assuming small deflections, adding a

resisting tension force T to the wires yields

F =
6EIY

L3
dry,n

+
2TY

Ldry,n

. (A.16)

After multiplying eq A.16 by Y to convert it to an equivalent elastic energy, we can go

through the same steps as before to arrive at a minimum required Ldry,n. The end result is

[2γRS(α)]L4
dry,n − [T (n− 1)2(P/2−R)2]L2

dry,n − 9EI(n− 1)2(P/2−R)2 = 0, (A.17)
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θ

Tcosθ
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Tcosθ

θ
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Ldry,n

Figure A.5: Schematic of deflecting harp wire with resisting tension force.

for which we can numerically solve Ldry,n. However, if T is set to zero, then eq A.17 can be

rearranged to equal eq A.14.
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Figure B.1: Schematic of the experimental setup in the environmental chamber. The relative
humidity in the chamber was set to 100% to ensure that no condensation occurred. An
ultrasonic humidifier was connected to a directional tube to provide a consistent fog stream.
The area of the wire array circled in red represents the diameter of the fog stream impacting
the harp that was used to normalize collection data.
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Figure B.2: Experimental critical volume measurements for each wire type were taken by
estimating the droplet shape at the onset of gravitational sliding. (a) Schematic of a droplet
contacting one side of a wire, which was the shape observed for all five wire materials. The
depth of the droplet (into/out of the page) was assumed to be the same as the width. (b)
Photograph of a fog droplet on a stainless steel wire, whose shape can be approximated
as an ellipsoid. This ellipsoid droplet shape occurred for all wire materials except for the
Teflon-coated one. (c) Photograph of a droplet on a Teflon-coated wire, whose shape can be
approximated as a perfect sphere. As such, the height and width are taken to be the same.

B.2 Critical volume measurements
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Table B.1: Tabulation of wire tension measurements taken of different wire materials. A
tensiometer (Tensitron TX-1) was used to take tension measurements from three different
wires for harps A-1 (twisted nylon), A-2 (smooth nylon), A-3 (Kevlar), O-1 (stainless steel),
and Teflon-coated (A-5). The material choice did not appear to have a significant effect on
the tension with which we were able to wind the wires. Note that tension measurements
were difficult due to the tensiometer being much larger than the wires themselves. This
led to significant wire deformation during measurements, causing the wires to be noticeably
looser afterwards. Because of this deformation, measurements were taken after all water
harvesting trials were complete to ensure the integrity of the harp for the water collection.
The stainless steel measurements were used to justify the choice of T ≈ 2.5 N in our tangling
model.

Twisted nylon (N) Smooth nylon (N) Kevlar (N) Stainless steel (N) Teflon coat. SS (N)

2.2 2.9 2.7 2.3 3.5

2.4 3.0 2.8 2.0 1.3

2.7 2.5 2.0 2.7 1.7

B.3 Measurements of harp wire tension
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Figure B.3: Tukey method with a two-sided 95% confidence interval (CI) for varying wire
material. If a confidence interval does not contain zero, then the corresponding means are
significantly different. (a) Under a light fog, twisted nylon (A-1) is statistically likely to
always harvest less than all other materials. Stainless steel (A-4) and Teflon-coated (A-
5) are predicted to always harvest more water than all other materials. While A-5 did
outperform A-4 on average, the difference of means is not always in favor of one harp over
the other. (b) Under a heavy fog, A-1 is still predicted to always harvest less than all other
materials. Harp A-5 is now predicted to always harvest more water than all other materials.
Heavy fog appears to somewhat close the performance gap between material performance,
but not significantly. The results under both fog conditions indicate that stainless steel is
the best non-hydrophobic material, with Teflon-coated being the best overall.

B.4 Statistical analysis of harp performance
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Difference of means (g/cm2 hr)Difference of means (g/cm2 hr)
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Figure B.4: Tukey method with a two-sided 95% CI for varying pitch for (a) light fog, and
(b) heavy fog. Unsurprisingly, harp B-1 (P/D= 2) is statistically likely to always harvest
more water compared to the larger pitches. These results suggest that P/D= 2 should be
used when wire tangling is not a significant concern.
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Figure B.5: Tukey method with a two-sided 95% CI for varying length for (a) light fog,
and (b) heavy fog. In both cases, harps C-1 (L= 8.5 cm) and C-2 (L= 17.3 cm) show the
best statistical performance, as they exhibited no tangling and minimal two-wire tangling,
respectively. Longer wires, where three-wire (C-3) or even four-wire (C-4) tangling could
readily occur, performed much worse.
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B.5 Supporting videos

Movie S1: Real-time playback of fog droplets sliding down the vertical wires of fog harps

while varying wire material (A-group). The light fog setting is used.

Movie S2: Real-time playback of fog droplets sliding down the vertical wires of fog harps

while varying wire material (A-group). The heavy fog setting is used.

Movie S3: Real-time playback of fog droplets sliding down the vertical wires of fog harps

while varying center-to-center wire pitch trials (B-group). The light fog setting is used.

Movie S4: Real-time playback of fog droplets sliding down the vertical wires of fog harps

while varying center-to-center wire pitch trials (B-group). The heavy fog setting is used.

Movie S5: Real-time playback of fog droplets sliding down the vertical wires of fog harps

while varying wire length trials (C-group). The light fog setting is used.

Movie S6: Real-time playback of fog droplets sliding down the vertical wires of fog harps

while varying wire length trials (C-group). The heavy fog setting is used.

Movie S7: Real-time playback of fog droplets sliding down the vertical wires and ribbons of

the optimal fog harps and Raschel mesh, respectively (O-group and R). The light fog setting

is used.

Movie S8: Real-time playback of fog droplets sliding down the vertical wires and ribbons

of the optimal fog harps and Raschel mesh, respectively (O-group and R). The heavy fog

setting is used.



Appendix C

Dynamics of Fog Droplets on Harp

Wires

C.1 MATLAB code

clear;

clc;

close all

% By Nick Kowalski

% NIFI lab, Virginia Tech

% Fog harvesting project

%% Introduction

disp(’> The following code will calculate position, velocity, and acceleration of a water drop sliding down’);

disp(’ a wire.’);

disp(’> The code can account for the main drop merging with other smaller ones on its way down, which will’);

disp(’ affect acceleration.’);

disp(’> The approach used is a numerical timestep (Euler) method, where the acceleration is treated as’);

disp(’ constant within a given step and used to calculate position and velocity at the end of the step.’);

disp(’> The values from the preceding step are then used in the following step as starting conditions, and’);

disp(’ so on.’);

disp(’> We use coalescence of a drop of critical volume (maximum pinning force and gravity are equal) and’);

disp(’ one of smaller volume as the mechanism that initiates substantial sliding.’);

disp(’> We define time t = 0 the instant after the initial coalescence described above has occurred.’);

disp(’> An equation for the aspect ratio "a" as a function of the height of the drop parallel to the wire’);

disp(’ was approximated with a fit of experimental data; this is calculated automatically in the code’);

disp(’ if droplets are not modeled as perfect spheres.’);

disp(’> The aspect ratio is used since drops are approximated as ellipsoids.’);

disp(’> Refer to the figure for input geometries as needed.’);

disp(’---’);

96
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%% Inputs

h = input(’Would you like to see the figure defining geometries (1 for yes, 0 for no): ’);

if h == 1

imshow(’FigDrop.tif’);

elseif h == 0

else

disp(’Invalid input; not displaying figure.’);

end

k = 1;

while k == 1

z = input(’Would you like to approximate all droplets as perfect spheres (1 for yes, 0 for no): ’);

if z == 1

k = 0;

elseif z == 0

k = 0;

else

disp(’Invalid input; must enter 1 or 0.’);

end

end

k = 1;

while k == 1

rmm = input(’Enter radius of wire (millimeters): ’);

if rmm <= 0

disp(’Invalid input; wire radius must be greater than zero.’);

else

k = 0;

end

end

r = rmm/1000;

k = 1;

while k == 1

bmm = input(’Enter average frequency "b" of small drops along wire (millimeters): ’);

if bmm <= 0

disp(’Invalid input; average frequency must be greater than zero.’);

else

k = 0;

end

end

b = bmm/1000;

k = 1;

while k == 1

Lsmm = input(’Enter the average measured length "Ls" of small drops along the wire (millimeters): ’);

if Lsmm < 0

disp(’Invalid input; average measured length must be greater than or equal to zero.’);

else

k = 0;

end
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end

Ls = Lsmm/1000;

k = 1;

while k == 1

L0mm = input(’Enter the measured critical drop length "Lc" (millimeters): ’);

if L0mm <= 0

disp(’Invalid input; measured critical drop length must be greater than zero.’);

else

k = 0;

end

end

L0 = L0mm/1000;

k = 1;

while k == 1

the_r = input(’Enter the receding contact angle of the drop, measured experimentally (degrees): ’);

if the_r < 0

disp(’Invalid input; receding contact angle must be greater than or equal to zero.’);

elseif the_r > 180

disp(’Invalid input; receding contact angle must be less than or equal to 180.’);

else

k = 0;

end

end

k = 1;

while k == 1

the_a = input(’Enter the advancing contact angle of the drop, measured experimentally (degrees): ’);

if the_a < 0

disp(’Invalid input; advancing contact angle must be greater than or equal to zero.’);

elseif the_a > 180

disp(’Invalid input; advancing contact angle must be less than or equal to 180.’);

else

k = 0;

end

end

%% Variables

l = pi*r;

gam = 0.073;

g = 9.81;

rho = 1000;

mu = 0.0010016;

t = 0.0001;

rhoa = 1.1225;

p = 0.20;

count = b;

if z == 0

q = @(y) 2.8053*(y^0.2148);

else
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q = @(y) 1;

end

Vs = (4/3)*(pi)*(q(Ls)^2)*((Ls/2)^3);

V0 = (4/3)*(pi)*(q(L0)^2)*((L0/2)^3);

%% Calculate theoretical critical volume

dif = cosd(the_r) - cosd(the_a);

Vc = (l*gam*dif)/(rho*g);

if V0 < Vc

disp(’---’);

disp(’Code terminated.’);

disp(’Initial sliding volume must be greater than theoretical critical sliding volume, which is’);

fprintf(’%6.12f m^3 from the given inputs.\n’,Vc);

else

%% Initial sliding velocity

% Coalescence of two drops is what initiates significant sliding;

% coalescence with a small drop of volume Vs is what causes the sliding

% drop of volume V0 to start with a non-zero velocity due to reduction in

% surface energy after coalescence occurs.

rc = L0/2;

rs = Ls/2;

V = V0 + Vs;

if z == 0

rd1 = rc + (rs/9);

k = 1;

while k == 1

Vg = (4/3)*pi*((2.8053*(2*rd1)^0.2148)^2)*(rd1^3);

if abs((V - Vg)/V) < 0.001

k = 0;

elseif (V - Vg) > 0

rd1 = rd1 + 1e-7;

else

rd1 = rd1 - 1e-7;

end

end

else

rd1 = ((3/4)*(1/pi)*V)^(1/3);

end

Ld1 = 2*rd1;

rd2 = q(Ld1)*rd1;

fc = (2*q(L0)^1/6) + (q(L0)^3.6);

fs = (2*q(Ls)^1/6) + (q(Ls)^3.6);

ff = (2*q(Ld1)^1/6) + (q(Ld1)^3.6);

dS = 4*pi*gam*(((fc+fs-ff)/3)^(1/1.6))*((rc^2) + (rs^2) - (rd1^2));

veli = ((2*p*dS)/(rho*V))^(1/2);
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%% Initializations for loop

vel(1) = veli;

A = pi*(rd2^2);

if q(Ld1) == 1

phi = 1;

psi = 1;

alp = 1;

else

req = ((3*4)*V*(1/pi))^(1/3);

SAeq = 4*pi*(req^2);

SAd = 4*pi*(((2*((rd1*rd2)^1.6)) + ((rd2*rd2)^1.6))/3)^(1/1.6);

phi = SAeq/ SAd;

Aeq = pi*(req^2);

psi = Aeq/ A;

Al = pi*rd1*rd2;

apl = Aeq/ ((.5*SAd) - Al);

end

x(1) = 0;

Fp = l*gam*dif;

%% Acceleration loop (numerical calculations)

for i = 1:1999

Re = (rho*(2*rd2)*vel(i))/mu;

Cd1 = (8/Re)*(1/sqrt(apl));

Cd2 = (16/Re)*(1/sqrt(phi));

Cd3 = (3/sqrt(Re))*(1/(phi^(3/4)));

Cd4 = -log10(phi);

Cd5 = -(-Cd4)^.2;

Cd6 = 0.42*(10^(0.4*Cd5))*(1/psi);

Cd = Cd1 + Cd2 + Cd3 + Cd6;

Fg = rho*V*g;

Fd = .5*Cd*rhoa*A*(vel(i)^2);

Fv = (2*pi*rd1*r)*mu*(vel(i)/(2*rd2));

a(i) = (Fg - Fp - Fd - Fv)/ (rho*V);

vel(i+1) = vel(i) + a(i)*t;

x(i+1) = x(i) + vel(i)*t + .5*a(i)*(t^2);

j = 1;

while j == 1

if x(i+1) > count

count = count + b;

vel(i+1) = (V*vel(i+1))/(V + Vs);

ri = rd1;

Li = Ld1;

V = V + Vs;

if z == 0

rd1 = ri + (rs/9);

k = 1;

while k == 1

Vg = (4/3)*pi*((2.8053*(2*rd1)^0.2148)^2)*(rd1^3);

if abs((V - Vg)/V) < 0.001

k = 0;
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elseif (V - Vg) > 0

rd1 = rd1 + 1e-7;

else

rd1 = rd1 - 1e-7;

end

end

else

rd1 = ((3/4)*(1/pi)*V)^(1/3);

end

Ld1 = 2*rd1;

rd2 = q(Ld1)*rd1;

fd = (2*q(Li)^1/6) + (q(Li)^3.6);

fs = (2*q(Ls)^1/6) + (q(Ls)^3.6);

ff = (2*q(Ld1)^1/6) + (q(Ld1)^3.6);

dS = 4*pi*gam*(((fd+fs-ff)/3)^(1/1.6))*((rc^2) +...

(rs^2) - (rd1^2));

E = .5*rho*V*(vel(i+1)^2) + p*dS;

vel(i+1) = ((2*E)/(rho*V))^(1/2);

A = pi*(rd2^2);

if q(Ld1) == 1

phi = 1;

psi = 1;

apl = 1;

else

req = ((3*4)*V*(1/pi))^(1/3);

SAeq = 4*pi*(req^2);

SAd = 4*pi*(((2*((rd1*rd2)^1.6))...

+ ((rd2*rd2)^1.6))/3)^(1/1.6);

phi = SAeq/ SAd;

Aeq = pi*(req^2);

psi = Aeq/ A;

Al = pi*rd1*rd2;

apl = Aeq/ ((.5*SAd) - Al);

end

else

j = 0;

end

end

end

x = x.*1000;

vel = vel.*1000;

a = a.*1000;

disp(’---’);

disp(’Code completed.’);

fprintf(’Timestep used was %6.5f seconds, beginning at t = 0 seconds.\n’,t);

disp(’See Workspace for position (x, millimeters), velocity (vel, millimeters/second), and acceleration’);

disp(’(a, millimeters/second^2) at each timestep.’);

end
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C.2 Supporting videos

Movie S9: Playback of a fog droplets sliding down a vertical stainless steel wire, coalescing

with other droplets in its path. The original footage was captured at 3,000 frames per second,

played back here at a hundredth the original speed.
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